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中文摘要 

本論文主要針對固態硬碟機在使用高密度NAND型快閃記憶體時，因NAND型

快閃記憶體的製程高度微縮與多層次(Multi-Level Cell)記憶技術所造成的性能劣化

現象，而所必需要的控制晶片設計，提出了設計方法與電路架構。尤其是特別針

對在高速高容量的固態硬碟機的控制晶片設計而言。近期，由於NAND型快閃記憶

體密度的快速提昇以及成本的下降，使得使用NAND型快閃記憶體的固態硬碟機來

取代傳統的硬式磁碟機，以作為可攜式裝置的資料存儲設備成為極佳的選擇。然

而，如果欠缺了一個有效的控制晶片來處理這些高容量快閃記憶體的性能劣化問

題，以及將整體系統的性能提昇，則此固態硬碟機將會有使用上的限制，或者甚

至有可能變成為無法使用的裝置。在本論文中，針對了先進NAND快閃記憶體因為

密度提高與MLC (Multi-Level Cell)技術所造成的資料讀寫與區塊抹除的干擾因素

增加，因而導致位元讀寫錯誤率的升高，提出了使用Systolic Array方法來構建 t-EC 

w-位元 並列式BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquengham) ECC (Error-Correction Code)

的硬體電路，來彌補這些性能劣化的現象，降低其位元讀寫錯誤率至一個可靠的

水平。針對使用混合式多通道的快閃記憶體所構成的高速高容量固態硬碟機，提

出了多模BCH ECC的電路架構，以提供一個高效率、低成本及低功率消耗的ECC

電路架構。而對於對單一快閃記憶體晶片所能提供的資料讀寫速率極度有限，提

出了高效能的資料傳輸硬體電路架構，以使主機系統與快閃記憶體陣列之間的資

料傳輸效能達到系統所能提供的最高的頻寬利用率。針對固態硬碟機裡所存儲的

資料保全機制，提出了具硬體加速器方式的CPRM (Content Protection for 

Recordable Media)功能實施，以得到一個高效能且低成本的資料保全架構。在本論

文中，我們提出混合式的多通道非揮發性固態記憶體所組成的固態硬碟機架構及

其控制晶片設計，則具有能綜合各種非揮發性記憶體之間的特性，而能達到整體

固態硬碟機的最佳的成本與性能。這些非揮發性的固態記憶體中，除了NAND快閃

記憶體之外，其他有如：FeRAM (Ferroelectric RAM), MRAM (Magneto-resistive 

RAM), PRAM (Phase-changed RAM)等。整體言之，本論文針對高速高容量固態硬

碟機的控制晶片設計，提出了具體的電路設計方法與控制晶片的電路架構，使得
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一個合於產品規格的低成本、高資料傳輸率、高品質、壽命長的高速高容量固態

硬碟機能具體的實施出來。並且，經由實際的晶片實作與測試，驗證了這些方法

與電路架構的有效性與優越的性能。 
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Abstract 
In this thesis, we present the key architectures of the controller chip design for 

solid-state drive. The key architectures of the controller chip were developed to cover 

the deficiencies of NAND Flash memory and to enhance the system performance, 

especially for the high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drive. Nowadays, the 

continuous price drop of NAND flash memory makes the solid-state drives affordable 

and a promising candidate to replace the hard disk drives in portables. However, the 

solid-state drives may become inefficient or even useless without the help of an 

intelligent controller chip, not to mention the fulfillment of high-speed and 

high-capacity. In this thesis, both innovative controller designs and circuit architectures 

were presented for solid-state drives to overcome the NAND flash device degradation 

caused by technology shrinking and thus improve the system performance of solid-state 

drives. A t-EC w-bit parallel BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquengham) ECC 

(Error-Correction-Code) construction was first proposed to ensure data correctness 

under inherent high bit error rate caused by severe disturbance and interference in 

advanced high-density NAND flash memories. Then a multi-mode BCH ECC 

architecture was proposed to achieve high efficiency, low cost and low power 

consumption design of hybrid multi-channel high-capacity solid-state drives. Not only 

innovative ECC schemes, but also efficient hardware architecture was also presented to 

guarantee maximum bandwidth utilization for data transmission between a host system 

and NAND flash memory arrays no matter how slow the read/program/erase speed of a 

single NAND device is. In system performance, the development of wear-leveling, data 

caching, and flash block redundancy cover the degraded program and erase endurance 

of the advanced high-density NAND flash memory. Moreover, a CPRM (Content 

Protection for Recordable Media) implementation with associated hardware 

accelerators provides excellent data security but little extra overhead. Finally, hybrid 

non-volatile solid-state memory array architecture was proposed to provide the best 
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cost/performance by benefiting from the advantages of kinds of non-volatile 

semiconductor memories, such as FeRAM (Ferroelectric RAM), MRAM 

(Magneto-resistive RAM), PRAM (Phase-change RAM) and high-density NAND flash 

memory. In summary, the proposed systematic design methodology together with the 

efficient controller architecture ensures that the cost, performance, reliability and 

lifetime of high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drives can meet the product 

specifications. The effectiveness and performance of the presented controller design are 

also proven through the chip implementation and experimental results. 
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Chapter 1  Overview 

In this chapter, we outline the framework of this dissertation. Section 1.1, we 

summarize the topics we presented in this dissertation. Section 1.2, we take a historical 

review on the solid-state drive development. Section 1.3, we reviewed the related works 

regarding to the topics presented in this dissertation. Section 1.4, we pointed out the 

motivations and objectives for this dissertation. Section 1.5, we describe the 

organization of this dissertation. 

 

 

1.1 Overview of this Dissertation 

We developed the controller chips design for the high-speed high-capacity 

solid-state drive. The solid-state drive is a quite important I/O device for the mass data 

storage in the mobile computers. The more advanced controller chip architecture and 

design for the high-speed high-capacity solid-state drive is necessary for covering the 

deficiencies of the more advanced high-density NAND flash memory. Although the 

continuously rapid process technology shrinking and the novel MLC (Multi-Level Cell) 

technology has increased the bit density of NAND flash memory dramatically, 

meanwhile it generates the higher BER (Bit Error Rate) during the data accessing, much 
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less program / erase endurance cycles, and more severe disturbances and interferences 

during the operation of reading, programming, and erasing of the NAND flash memory. 

The presented stronger controller architecture is required to overcome such difficulties 

or deficiencies as using the advanced high-density NAND flash memory to compose a 

high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drive. The chips implementations and 

experiments show the effectiveness and good performance of the controller 

architectures we presented. 

In this dissertation, the key architectures of the controller chip design for 

high-speed high-capacity solid-state drive have been investigated and developed. We 

presented: the t-EC w-bit parallel BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquengham) ECC 

(Error-Correction Code) construction for covering the higher bit error rate of the 

advanced high-density NAND Flash memory, the multi-mode BCH ECC for hybrid 

multi-channel flash memory storage system, which can provide the optimal 

cost-performance by combining the different characteristics among different kinds of 

flash memory devices, the high efficient hardware architecture to provide the 

guaranteed maximum bandwidth utilization of the host interface even though the single 

flash memory device accessing speed is quite limited, the hardware accelerator based 

CPRM (Content Protection for Recordable Media) implementation to provide the 

content protection of the stored data in the solid-state drive, and the configurations of 

hybrid multi-channel non-volatile solid-state memory array and its controller 

architecture to gain more excellent performance and reliability as combining with the 

other types of non-volatile solid-state memory. 

A t-EC w-bit parallel BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquengham) ECC (Error 

Correction Code) was invented and constructed to cover the higher innate bit error rate 

of the advanced high-density NAND flash memory. The higher bit error rate requires 

stronger error correction capability of the BCH ECC circuit, while it increases the 

complexity of the BCH ECC circuit design. The inherent parallel page-wise accessing 
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of NAND Flash memory requires the parallel data I/O of the data accessing. The 

general w-bit parallel provides the most flexibility as designing the ECC circuit for 

NAND flash memory. The systematic construction procedure of the t-EC w-bit parallel 

BCH ECC by using the systolic array architecture was presented, which help reduce the 

design cycle time and the efficiency of the ECC circuit. 

To support the hybrid multi-channel flash memory storage systems, a multi-mode 

BCH ECC circuit architecture was constructed. The hybrid multi-channel Flash memory 

array was presented to provide the optimal cost-performance for a high-speed and 

high-capacity solid-state drive by using multiple types of NAND flash memory. The 

separated ECC encoder / decoder module and the error corrector module are suitable for 

the flexible data flow control as supporting the multi-channel flash memory storage 

systems. The presented multi-mode BCH ECC circuit architecture shows the lower cost 

and lower power consumption for the solid-state drive controller chips design. 

The high efficient hardware architecture for data buffering and transmitting was 

presented to provide the guaranteed maximum bandwidth utilization for the data 

transportation between the host system and the flash memory array regardless the very 

restricted data accessing speed in reading, programming, and erasing of a single flash 

memory device. The hardware architecture for high efficient data transportation 

contains: the buffer RAM and the buffer manager, the TD–based (Transfer Descriptor 

based) flash memory sequencer, and the hybrid multi-channel flash memory array. The 

buffer RAM and the buffer manager was established with the enough bandwidth to 

satisfy the bandwidth of host interface defined in the specification. The enough 

bandwidth of the buffer RAM and buffer manager was constructed by the efficient 

DMA (Direct Memory Access) mechanism and multi-buffering by sharing the buffer 

RAM in spatial or timing windowing. The TD-based flash sequencer is composed of TD 

buffer, TD processor, and the flash memory access controller. The TD-based flash 

sequencer was designed to do the high efficient data accessing of the NAND flash 
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memory array. The hybrid multi-channel flash memory array architecture was presented 

and composed by multiple flash memory devices. The hybrid composition of flash 

memory array can provide the optimal cost-performance combination. For example, 

SLC (Single-Level Cell) with higher performance and good endurance, MLC 

(Multi-Level Cell) with lower cost and higher density, an efficient management on 

them can have the optimal overall system level cost-performance. The multi-channel 

architecture of flash memory array provides the parallelism to increase the data 

accessing speed as at the flash memory side.  

The hardware accelerator based architecture of the CPRM implementation 

provides an efficient data security of the content data stored in the solid-state drive. The 

CPRM was developed by the 4C entity LLC (http://www.4centity.com/) for an efficient 

digital content protection of digital data exchange among the digital information 

appliances [26-27]. The hardware accelerator based architecture can be used with a 

MCU (Micro-Controller Unit). The hardware accelerators are working to help the data 

processing as the micro-controller is doing the AKE (Authentication Keys Exchange) 

process and the secure read / write process defined in the CPRM specification. The 

architecture provides the high efficiency, high flexibility, low cost, and low power 

consumption for the supporting of the CPRM functions. 

Besides the high-density NAND flash memory, there are other kinds of 

non-volatile solid-state memory, which have more excellent accessing speed, higher 

endurances, and longer data retention time than the advanced high-density NAND flash 

memory, such as: FeRAM (Ferroelectric RAM) [100], MRAM (Magneto-resistive 

RAM) [101], PRAM (Phase-changed RAM) [102]. Their excellence performance can 

be used to compensate the poor endurance, and long erase / program time of the 

high-density NAND flash memory by composing the hybrid non-volatile solid-state 

storage systems. The presented hybrid non-volatile solid-state memory array structure 

and its controller architecture attain the optimal cost-performance consequence by 
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leveraging the different characteristics among different kinds of non-volatile solid-state 

memory. 

Finally, we have the chips implementation and experiments on the flash memory 

controllers design. We illustrated implementations and experiments of 3 designed flash 

memory controllers to show the effectiveness and performance results of controller chip 

design architecture we presented. The three implemented flash memory controllers are: 

a NAND flash memory controller for SD/MMC card, a NAND flash memory controller 

of dual-mode USB flash card for low-power mobile devices, and a NAND flash 

memory controller for SATA II solid-state drive. The calculated performance of a 

120GB SATA II solid-state drive is summarized as: 230MB/sec in reading, and 

205MB/sec in writing. In the ending of this dissertation, conclusions and future works 

discussions give us the directions for doing the next steps. 

 

 

1.2 Historical Review of Solid-State Drive 

The concept for developing a solid-state storage drive to replace the magnetic drive 

comes from long time ago. It was in 1971 when Dr. Matsuoka joined Toshiba [48]. 

Since then, it has been over 30 years. The dream still has not become a solid truth till 

today. The main reason is the high bit cost. Even though the solid-state storage is more 

user-friendly than the rotating magnetic disk drive, the much cheaper bit cost and higher 

density of hard disk drive still dominated the storage device for the past decades in the 

computer industry. 

The mass data storage device is one of the necessary I/O devices in the computer 
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systems. In the modern computer system architecture, CPU, memory and its peripherals 

compose the main frame of the computer systems. The mass data storage device is one 

of the necessary peripherals of the CPU. It stores the data required for system, such as 

the OS (Operating Systems) kernel, device drivers, and the AP (Application Programs) 

files. It also keeps the saved data by users. It provides a permanent, non-volatile 

memory for the data used in the computer system operation. If we make the analogy of 

a computer system to a human body, the storage device is like the memory function of 

our brain. Then, we can imagine how important of the data storage device is. 

The data storage device development in the IT (Information Technology) industry 

is never stopping, since the first computer, Apple II, was introduced in the world. In the 

very initial stage, the magnetic tape drive was adopted for the data storage device for the 

computer. The tape drive cannot support random data access and the accessing speed is 

very slow. It could not keep the steps with the rapid progressing of CPU technology. 

Then, the rotating-type disk drive structure was introduced to have the random data 

access capability by cross tracks seeking. There were many formats and types of FDD 

(Floppy Disk Drives) and HDD (Hard Disk Drives) used for the computer systems. As 

the IT industry entered into the multi-media era, the large capacity, removable, and low 

cost ODD (Optical Disk Drives) were adopted into the computer systems. They are 

CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, etc. In the most 

popular of current notebook computer, a 2.5’’ 160GB HDD and a DVD-RAM drive are 

the standard equipments of storage devices. 

The non-volatile solid-state memory was invented as the micro-electronic process 

technology introduced. It uses the keeping and identifying the change of the 

non-volatile states in physical or electrical properties to store the data bit is ‘0’ or ‘1’. 

The first type of the non-volatile solid-state memory is the EPROM (Erasable 

Programmable Read-Only-Memory). The EPROM can be electrically programmed, but 

it needs UV (Ultra-Violet) light exposure to do the erase [1]. The EPROM can be used 
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for the computer micro-code storage, but it cannot meet the requirement or electrically 

erasable of the mass data storage device. The EEPROM was invented to support the 

electrical erasure function. It might be the first invented non-volatile solid-state memory 

for mass data storage device, and the world first solid-state drive was made then, even 

though it is very low speed and very small capacity. Eventually, it was not a successful 

storage device due to the un-acceptable high cost. The block-wise simultaneous erasure 

mechanism was invented to improve the speed of the EEPROM, it called as flash 

memory named by Ariizumi in 1984 [48]. In 1987, Toshiba introduced the NAND flash 

memory structure with the smaller area of a single memory cell. It was the first light for 

the opportunity of the non-volatile solid-state memory can be used for the mass data 

storage device. The rapid progressing in process technology shrunk and the invention of 

MLC (Multi-Level Cell) technology pushes the bits density from 16Mbits in 1995 to 

32Gbits in 2007. The density of NAND flash memory has got 2000X (11 folds) 

progress in the past 12 years. It nearly doubles the density per year [46]. 

The non-volatile solid-state memory is quite excellent as comparing with the 

inescapable mechanical movements of HDD and ODD. The advantages are: low power 

consumption, low heat dissipation, compact in size, shock free, anti-vibration, no 

acoustic noise, etc. The characteristics of the non-volatile solid-state memory are quite 

amazing, but the high bit cost limited its application field being very narrow in the past 

decades, like in the industrial equipments, automatic machines, or aero-space crafts. 

However, through the 10 folded of the past 10 years progressing in NAND flash 

memory density, the bit cost of the NAND flash memory was at around US$5 for 1 

Giga byte now. It looks a 32GB solid-state drive with the price less than US$200 is 

foreseeable now. It is expected to see the solid-state drive will start displacing HDD in 

notebook computers from next year, 2008. 

The solid-state drive era is coming based on the minimum required capacity at an 

affordable cost. To achieve the good performance of the solid-state drive, an excellent 
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architecture of the controller chip for high-speed high-capacity solid-state drive is very 

important. Besides the cost and the capacity, the solid-state drive needs good quality, 

high performance, and high reliability as well. The rapid development of the NAND 

flash memory has led widespread applications for the NAND flash memory based 

storage devices. Such as the flash memory cards and UFD (USB Flash Disks), are 

widely used in the 3C (Computer, Communication and Consumer electronics) products. 

The shipment of flash memory cards and UFDs in 2007 are anticipated to be 660 

millions of units, and 125 millions of units, respectively (Source: Gartner, IDC). The 

flash memory cards are used for the storage media of DSC, cellular phone, MP3 player, 

etc. The UFD has replaced the floppy disks and become the indispensable removable 

storage media for the data transfer among PC and notebook computers. However, the 

application for solid-state drive is still not booming. The reason is caused not only by 

the not enough capacity but also the relatively high cost per Mega byte. But from this 

year, the situation might be changed. The emerging multi-media applications show a 

strong demand for higher density and lower cost, and drive the continuous process 

technology shrinking and compel the MLC (Multi-Level Cell) technology of flash 

memory. Samsung Semiconductor Co. demonstrated their 32-Gb NAND flash memory 

in ISSCC 2007. Meanwhile, the cost per GB (Giga Byte) of NAND flash memory was 

declined to US$5.0 in the first quarter of this year. The improvement of the non-volatile 

solid-state memory will keep going via the huge investment of the world’s top 

semiconductor companies (e.g., Intel, Samsung, Micron, Toshiba, Hynix, etc.). 

Consequently, the nice-enough capacity and reasonable cost of NAND flash memory is 

convincing the solid-state drive era to be coming. On the other hand, the progressing on 

the density increasing and multi-level cell technology induced the unwanted degradation 

effects on NAND flash memory. For example, the higher bit error rate, degraded 

program and erase endurance, more severe disturbance and interference phenomena 

during reading, programming, and erasing, problems for long-time data retention, and 

the restricted data accessing speed in reading, programming, and erasing of a single 

flash memory device, etc. These deficiencies in the advanced high-density non-volatile 
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solid-state memory need a stronger controller to resolve the problems. The stronger 

controller with the effective circuit architecture and efficient managing algorithm is 

compellingly compulsory to ensure the reliability, performance, and lifetime of the 

high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drive. 

 

 

1.3 Related Works 

The controller chip design for solid-state drive has been developed for over 30 

years. The related works of solid-state drive are the ECC circuit design for storage 

systems, the VLSI circuit architecture, the data security mechanism for content 

protection, the parallelism of multiple storage devices array, and hybrid multi-channel 

non-volatile solid-state memory devices. 

The FEC (Forward Error Correction) is usually demanded for ensuring reliable 

data transmission in noisy communication channels, while maintaining a good system 

performance. There have been already a lot of algebraic ECC codes proposed for FEC 

purpose, in which the cyclic attribute of the BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) 

code makes an easy adoption for hardware circuit implementation and has become a 

common choice in most applications [2-3]. Different from the BCH code is suitable for 

correcting random bit errors, the derivative RS (Reed-Solomon) code was developed for 

burst errors correction. Both codes are of similar mathematical fundamentals, while the 

RS code can be regarded as an extension of the BCH code to be a non-binary, 

symbol-base operation. Nowadays, many applications adopt BCH or RS code as a 

standard ECC (Error Correction Code), for example, CD (Compact Disc), DVD 

(Digital Versatile Disc), HDD (Hard Disk Drive), ether-net, wireless communications, 
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etc. The parallel data I/O bus (×8 or ×16) of a NAND flash chip thus requires a parallel 

I/O BCH ECC codec, applied the parallel CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) concept 

was proposed by Zukowski [62]. A longer encoder polynomial for BCH code is 

spontaneous to have a stronger bit error correction capability. Some high speed 

architectures were presented by K. K. Parhi, et al [63-64, 66]. Also, Jun Zhang et al 

presented an optimized architecture for the long parallel BCH encoder [65]. In addition 

to the long encoder issue, there were time and power consumption issues solved by 

Chien’s Search for error location [66-67]. These prior researches provide a formulated 

basis for a parallel BCH ECC code and circuit implementation. 

The VLSI circuit design for micro-electronic technology has also been developed 

since 1980s [5-8, 37]. The smaller feature size of the semiconductor technology, the 

more transistors can be put on in a single chip. Thus, it also pushes the progressing of 

VLSI design techniques. In the highly regular and iterative VLSI architecture, the 

systolic array processors were introduced for the architecture and timing design by 

projection. The systolic array architecture has been applied to RS encoders and decoders, 

and showed good performance [68-70]. The systematic design approach of a systolic 

array processor can make the circuit design easy for implementation and easy for 

pipelining to fit the system level design specifications. 

The rapid progressing in technology shrinking and the development of MLC 

(Multi-Level Cell) technology of NAND flash memory have increased the bit density 

and lowered the cost per MB of flash memory. The bit density of NAND flash memory 

was doubled per 12 months in the past decade. Nevertheless, the higher density of the 

NAND flash memory causes the poor performances and less endurance. The cost per 

MB versus to the performance and reliability of NAND flash memory has become a 

trade-off. In order to recover the performances and endurances loss of the higher density 

of the NAND flash memory, there are different strategies introduced to cover the 

degradation of advanced high-density NAND Flash memory [1, 47-51]. 
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In the data cryptography, there are publications presented for discussing the data 

encryption and decryption, and public key cryptography algorithm design [4, 25, 36, 

91-93, 108]. For example, the popular cryptography mechanism as: DES (Data 

Encryption Standard) algorithm, RSA (stands for the names of the 3 inventors: Rivest, 

Shamir, and Adleman) algorithm, and ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) algorithm 

are developed to increase the difficulties to crack the encrypted data and decrease the 

probability of the secure data been destroyed. In the history of developing of 

cryptography, the public-key cryptography might be the most important discovery. 

Moreover, we can say it might be the only one revolution from the long years “classic” 

cryptography into the “modern” cryptography. From the classic cryptography 

development point of view, almost all of the cryptosystems are using the fundamental 

data scrambling, symbol replacement, and data harsh function. There was a famous data 

encryption code developed in IBM laboratory, called Lucifer algorithm, it became a 

USA national standard of data encryption codes, called as DES. Besides the algorithm 

development of cryptosystems, there are some hardware circuit implementation have 

been presented [94-96]. The high-speed VLSI circuit architecture has been discussed to 

satisfy the increasing of computation due to more secure functions required for the 

demands of data portability. To increase the generality and flexibility of the hardware 

based VLSI processor for cryptography, there are scalable design architecture presented 

[97-99]. The scalability of the VLSI cryptography process provides the programmability 

of the circuit as using by a micro-processor, or a micro-controller. 

To increase the data accessing or processing speed, the parallelism of computer 

architecture was developed [38]. The efficient computer architecture of parallelism, for 

example the pipelining, parallel structure, or super-scalar, can be implemented by VLSI 

techniques for the controller chips design of solid-state drive. The high efficient 

hardware architecture design can provide the enough data transportation bandwidth 

during the data transfer between the host system and storage device. To increase the 

accessing speed and to provide data redundancy of the data storage devices, the RAID 
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(Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks) technology was introduced [35]. The RAID 

level-0 can boost the higher data transfer by data block stripping. The RAID level-1 

protects the data stored in the storage system by mirroring the data. The RAID level-5 

provides the more utilization rate of the data storage capacity to provide the data parity 

redundant protection by n storage devices with the ratio of (n-1)/n. 

There are several kinds of solid-state memory used in the computer, 

communication, industrial devices, car electronics, and consumer electronics, besides 

the NAND flash memory. Memory devices can be divided as the volatile memory type 

and the non-volatile memory type. The volatile memory is using for data storage as the 

device is powered, while the non-volatile memory can keep the data even if the power is 

off. The major volatile memory types are the DRAM and SRAM. Besides the NAND 

flash memory as the storage media for the mass data storage devices, there are other 

kinds of non-volatile solid-state memory device which has different characteristics of 

the memory cell. Such as FeRAM (Ferroelectric RAM, or called FRAM), which can 

offers a number of advantages, notably lower power usage, faster write speed and a 

much greater maximum number (exceeding 1016 for 3.3 V devices) of write-erase cycles 

[100], MRAM (Magneto-resistive Random Access Memory) which are using the 

magnetic element for storing bits, thus can have the almost un-limited endurance cycles 

and write the data without do the erase in advance [101], and PC-RAM (Phase-Change 

RAM, or called PRAM) with its fast performance and high endurance for write cycles 

and data retention life span [102]. The different characteristics among these non-volatile 

solid-state memory devices can be combined together and formed a hybrid solid-state 

storage system, which can provide an optimization of cost, performance, and reliability 

in the system level point of view. 

The Sandisk Corp. (http://www.sadisk.com/) and M-systems are the pioneers in the 

flash storage devices. Now they are the same company since the December 2006, 

Sandisk acquired the company of M-Systems. In 2007, the solid-state drive related 
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products are very fruitful, and the related technology discussions and conferences, 

papers, patents are growing significantly. There are more than 50 companies (e.g., 

Sandisk, Simple Tech, Silicon Systems, A-Data, PQI, etc.) have solid-state drive 

products. The “Solid State Disks (SSDs) - all technologies” web-site shows the 

open-site articles, products information, and test reports for the solid-state drives 

(http://www.storagesearch.com/ssd.html). According to the survey on world-wide web, 

the current solid-state drives shown are: all using the SLC types NAND flash memory 

with 1-EC or 4-EC ECC circuit; the current available capacity of the solid-state drive is 

in range from 32GB to 160 GB; the host interfaces adopted are: SATA (Serial ATA), 

PATA (Parallel ATA, or IDE), SCSI, S-SCSI (Serial SCSI), iSCSI (Internet SCSI), FC 

(Fibre-Channel); the data transfer rate is from 40MB/sec to 180MB/sec depends on the 

application fields. 

 

 

1.4 Motivation and Objective 

Without an effective controller chip for covering the deficiencies of the NAND 

flash memory, the solid-state drive will become futile. Without effective ECC circuit, 

the high bit error rate will cause data integrity issue. The data loss in a storage device 

would be a disaster. Without the hardware architecture to provide a smooth and 

high-enough data transfer rate, the data storing and retrieving speeds of the solid-state 

drives will become unacceptable. Moreover, the data security function supported by the 

controller can provide the content protection of the data stored in the solid-state drives. 

The talented hybrid multi-channel flash memory storage system can provide a better 

cost-performance at the overall system level point of view. Thus, an effective controller 
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design for the high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drive is particularly important. 

The controller chip is like the “heart” of the solid-state drive. 

The major goal of our research works is to find the systematic design methods and 

the efficient architectures of controller design for high-speed and high-capacity 

solid-state drive. The systematic design methods can shorten the controller chips design 

cycle, and easier to upgrade to have more advanced features. The efficient architecture 

can cover the deficiencies of the NAND flash memory devices. Such that we can ensure 

the cost, performance, reliability, and lifetime of solid-state drive be achieved for 

satisfying the requirements in the product specification. 

The controller chip design for the high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drive is 

essential. There are over 1000 solid-state storage related patents applied to the United 

States in 2006. Now, Taiwan is one of the major semiconductor memory production 

areas in the world. I believe we have the circumstances to build and even have the 

ability to dominate the solid-state drive industry. I hope through the academic and 

industrial research works on the controller chips design of solid-state drive can help 

Taiwan manufacturers to play the more important role in the solid-state drive industry. I 

would like to devote myself to try to fulfill the solid-state drive dream, even if I have 

little power and limited resources. 

 

 

1.5 Organization of this Dissertation 

In this dissertation, we have discussed the technology for high-speed and 

high-capacity solid-state drives, and presented the t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC 

construction by using systolic array, multi-mode ECC for hybrid multi-channel flash 
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memory storage systems, advanced architecture for system performance enhancement, 

CPRM implementation via the hardware accelerator based architecture, the advantage 

of hybrid multi-channel non-volatile solid-state memory storage systems and its 

controller architecture. Finally, we show the effectiveness and the performance by the 

implementations of 3 flash memory controller chips design. 

In chapter 2, we discussed the NAND flash memory controller design. The 

solid-state drive controller chip design is mainly started from the concepts of the 

established technology of storage systems. The NAND flash memory is the most 

successful non-volatile solid-state memory used for storage systems. Through the 

discussion of NAND flash memory controller design and some of the well-established 

magnetic mass storage device (Hard Disk Drive) technology, we can set up the core 

technology scenario of the controller chip design for high-speed and high-capacity 

solid-state drive. 

In chapter 3, we presented the t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC construction by using 

systolic array. The BCH ECC is suitable for the data integrity enhancement of 

solid-state memory with its multiple random bits error correction. Especially, it 

consumes the minimal redundant bits required. Moreover, a systematic and efficient 

ECC codes construction method is shows potential, since the ECC in the flash memory 

controller chip is getting more important for the advanced MLC flash memory. 

In chapter 4, we presented a multi-mode BCH ECC architecture for hybrid 

multi-channel flash memory. The multi-channel flash memory configuration is the way 

to have the high performance in high-capacity solid-state drive. The hybrid structure is 

constructed to have the best cost-performance combination by leveraging the different 

properties among different kinds of flash memory. The presented multi-mode ECC can 

support the low cost and low power consumption in keeping the system-level 

performance. 
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In chapter 5, we presented the hardware architecture design for the performance 

enhancement in high-capacity solid-state drive. The parallelism of flash memory 

configuration, high efficient buffer manager and the TD-based flash sequencer make the 

solid-state drive can assure the highest utilization of the host interface bandwidth which 

defined in the standard interface specification. 

In chapter 6, we discussed the CPRM for digital content protection among the 

recording / playback devices and mass storage media or devices. The data security is 

getting more important as the digital data transportation is getting more convenient. We 

presented the hardware accelerator based architecture of CPRM for SD Card. The 

circuit was implemented and verified via the UMC 0.18um process technology. 

In chapter 7, we presented the advantage of hybrid multi-channel non-volatile 

solid-state memory storage systems. The optimal balance among the multiple types of 

the solid-state memory can have the best CPR (Cost, Performance and Reliability) 

index. The supporting for multiple types of non-volatile solid-state memory was 

discussed. Architecture of the controller chip for the hybrid multi-channel non-volatile 

solid-state memory storage systems was proposed and simulated. 

In chapter 8, we have the controller chips implementations of this dissertation. We 

have shown 3 flash memory controllers design: a NAND flash memory controller for 

SD/MMC card; a NAND flash memory controller of dual-mode USB flash card for 

low-power mobile devices; a NAND flash memory controller for SATA solid-state drive. 

The chip architecture, simulation, implementation and test results show the realizations 

of the topics we discussed in this dissertation. 

Finally, we have the suggestions for future works and research in chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2  NAND Flash Memory 
Controller 

In this chapter, we summary the related technology of the NAND flash memory 

controller design. Section 2.1 is the overview of the NAND flash memory based storage 

device. In section 2.2, the host interface was discussed. In section 2.3, the property of 

NAND flash memory was described briefly. In section 2.4, the ECC for NAND flash 

memory storage was discussed. In section 2.5, the NAND flash memory management 

was described. In section 2.6, the configurations of multiple flash memory chips were 

discussed. In section 2.7, the data security issue was discussed. In section 2.8, the 

system level point of view was discussed. In section 2.9, we summarize the importance 

of each functional units of the NAND flash memory controller with respect to different 

application conditions. 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

To manage and control the NAND flash memory array, a NAND flash 

memory controller is required for a NAND flash memory storage system. In Figure 

2-1, there is a flash storage system connect with a host system though an interface 

bus. The flash storage system can be composed of 2 major functional portions: the 
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flash controller and the flash memory array. The flash controller is used to bridge 

the host interface controller to access the data stored or to be stored in the flash 

memory array. The flash memory array is used to record the data sent from the host 

system. The CPU in the host system can use the flash memory array as a mass 

storage I/O device.  

In Figure 2-2, a typical functional block diagram of the flash memory 

controller is shown. The flash sequencer circuit is designed to control the NAND 

type flash memory; the command protocols and data packets of the NAND flash 

memory are controlled by the flash sequencer. The ECC (Error-Correction Code) 

circuit is designed to enhance the data integrity of the flash memory storage system; 

the data integrity is enhanced by doing ECC encoding in the flash memory data 

writing, and doing ECC decoding and error correction in the flash memory data 

reading. The buffer RAM and the buffer manager is designed for the data 

transportation between the host interface bus and flash memory bus. The 

micro-controller unit (MCU) and the RAM, ROM, and system firmware control 

the overall system level execution. The interface bus and interface controller are 

used to connect with a host system, such as: PC, DSC, cellular phone, notebook 

computer, etc. The interface controller executing the host issued commands by 

decoding and interpreting the commands and protocols defined by the Interface 

Bus Specifications.  
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Figure 2-1. The functional block diagram of a flash storage system. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2-2. The functional block diagram of a typical flash memory controller. 
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2.2 Host Interfaces 

To transfer the data between the CPU and the mass storage device, a host interface 

for mass data transportation is defined. In general, there are several kinds of host 

interface defined based on the target applications and the technology level. In Table 2-I, 

we have listed the major features of several host interface standards. The most popular 

interface for mass storage device, AT Attachment (ATA) specification [13], is 

specifically defined for PC mass storage devices, such as Hard Disk Drives, Optical 

Disk Drives, Solid-State Drives, etc. Serial ATA interface is the advanced high speed 

serialized ATA interface to support higher data rate up to 3.0 Gbit/s1 for SATA II 

standard [14] [15]. The SCSI interface is another popular storage interface for more 

applications not only specific for PC [16]. The high speed PCI and PCI Express 

interface are defined for PC-based local bus application internally [17] [18]. Some 

internally embedded storage devices are using the PCI interface bus, such as RAID 

(Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disk Drives) devices [35]. The IEEE 1394 interface is 

a standard interface developed and targeted for multimedia application [19]. The 

peer-to-peer connectivity of IEEE 1394 creates an inter-operate ability among many 

Audio-Video devices. Some storage devices for consumer electronics are using IEEE 

1394 interface as well. The USB (Universal Serial Bus) is another very popular I/O 

interface in PC and notebook computer [20]. The mass storage class of USB defines the 

mass storage device interface on USB bus. The hot-plug capability and plug-and-play 

function supporting make some removable storage devices use USB interface. Such as: 

UFD (USB Flash Disks), UMD (USB Mobile Hard Disk Drives), etc.  

A very important application field for the flash memory storage system is the flash 

memory cards. The flash memory card has become an inevitable peripheral for many 

                                                 
1 Gbits/s stands for Giga (109) bits per second. 
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consumer electronic devices, such as: DSC (Digital Still Camera), cellular phones, 

handsets, MP3 player, DV (Digital Video recorder), etc. On the different application 

consideration, there are also many kinds of the host interfaces defined by the 

corresponding associations. The CompactFlash card interface is the first successful 

standard for small-form factor flash memory cards [21]. The CompactFlash interface is 

a PCMCIA-ATA interface flash memory card, but it is with a smaller mechanical size. 

The CompactFlash card interface was successfully adopted by DSC as a storage media 

to store the pictures. Then, the demand of much smaller devices in consumer electronics 

requires the size of the flash memory card need be simpler and smaller. The MMC 

(MultiMediaCard) card interface is developed by MMC Association [22]. The SD 

(Secure Digital) card defined another flash memory card interface with the security 

support with content protection [23] [24]. The Memory Stick interface is developed by 

SONY corporation and applied to the SONY branded devices [29]. Although there are 

so many different host interfaces for flash memory cards, they are quite similar at the 

functional and technical point of view. They are all in a kind of the flash memory 

storage systems with different host interface and mechanical form-factors. 

The host interface is a necessary part of the flash memory storage systems. It needs 

to be defined by the target market and technology consideration. The major factors of 

the host interface can be divided into 4 categories: the general features, the electrical 

specification, the interface protocol, and physical specification. 

In the general features of Host interface, the target applications, power 

consumption, hot-plug, plug-and-play are included. The target applications are the most 

important factor to define where the interface is adopted, and where is the device used. 

The power consumption defined based on how much power need for the transmitter and 

receiver. It’s depends on how long and how fast of the data transfer is required in the 

application. The hot-plug supportability can support the storage device with the function 

of removable. The plug-and-play feature defines the support level in the host operating 
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systems. 

In the electrical specification of host interface, the bus bandwidth, interface 

signaling, the functional block of the hardware interface controller are included. The bus 

bandwidth of the host interface defines the maximum data transfer between the host and 

the mass storage device. The general metric for the bandwidth of data transfer rate is 

MB/sec. The signaling of the interface bus includes the DC and AC specification and 

signal assignment of the interface signals. In general, there are analog or digital types 

for interface signaling for data transportation. The functional block description of the 

interface controller defines how many the functional units and the connectivity and the 

signal and data flow among the functional units. 

In the interface protocol of host interface, the data bus type, the protocol 

handshaking and operational state machines, and bus topology are included. There are 

generally two types of data bus of the interface: the serial or parallel bus. The serial 

interface can save space for the connectors and cables of the interface. While the 

parallel interface provides the simple logic to increase the data transfer rate in the 

comparatively lower clock rate. The protocol of the interface defines the data transfer 

and command handshaking mechanism of the interface. There are Master-Slave or 

Peer-to-Peer types. In general, the protocol of the interface defines the communication 

mechanism between the devices in the interface bus. The bus topology defines the 

interface bus using by the host system and the storage device. There are 4 types of bus 

topology using now: Master-slave, Point-to-Point, Tree, and Common Bus. The 

Master-Slave type was developed for the ATA standard. The Point-to-Point can have the 

independent bus bandwidth; thus, it can maintain a highest bandwidth of the data 

transfer. The new generation Serial ATA interface adopts the point-to-point connection. 

The tree-type bus topology is easier to manage at the host point of view, but the bus 

bandwidth will be shared to all the devices attached on the bus. The USB interface uses 

the tree-type bus topology. The common bus was developed to have multiple interface 
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type in a bus, and can switch the interface mode automatically [109]. 

In the physical specification of host interface, the mechanical form-factor and 

dimensions, operating conditions, and testing criteria are included. The mechanical 

form-factor and dimensions of the interface cables, connectors, and the storage device 

are defined. The mechanical form-factors and dimensions show the physical outlines of 

all the components defined in the interface specification. The operating conditions 

define the operating environment factors of the storage devices. The testing criteria 

define how to qualify the storage devices to be compliant with the host interface. 

In Table 2-I, the major factors of some typical host interface specifications are 

listed. The SATA II interface shows the highest bandwidth at 300 MB/s2. The interfaces 

of flash memory cards are lower speed, smaller size, and support hot-plug for hot 

insertion and removal. The analog serial signaling connection is for higher speed 

interface. From the target application point of view, the flash memory storage systems 

have three major application fields: the Solid-State Drive (SSD) for PC/Notebook, the 

flash memory cards for consumer electronics (e.g., DSC, Handsets, etc), the embedded 

flash modules for IA (Information Appliance or Industrial Application) devices (e.g., 

IPC, POS, Medical Instrument, etc). 

 

                                                 
2 MB/s stands for Mega (106) Bytes per second. 
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Table 2-I. The major factors of some typical host storage interfaces 

Interfaces Applications Max. BW Signaling Bus Topology Hot-Plug 

Parallel ATA 
PC Mass 

Storage 

UDMA4: 66MB/s1

UDMA5: 100MB/s 

UDMA6: 133MB/s 

Digital Parallel Master-slave 

No: fixed 

Yes: 

removable 

Serial ATA 
PC Mass 

Storage 

SATA I: 150MB/s 

SATA II: 300MB/s 
Analog Serial Point-to-Point Yes 

SCSI Storage Devices 

Ultra2: 40MB/s 

Ultra2W4: 80MB/s 

Ultra3: 160MB/s 

Digital Parallel Common Bus No 

Serial Attached 

SCSI 
Storage Devices 300 MB/s Analog Serial Point-to-Point No 

PCI Embedded 266 MB/s Digital Parallel Common Bus No 

PCI Express 
Embedded, 

external I/O 
2.5 Gbps2 per lane 

Analog, 

multi-lane 
Point-to-Point 

No: 

embedded 

Yes: 

removable 

IEEE 1394 
Multimedia 

AV Devices 

a: 400Mbps3

b: 800Mbps 
Analog Serial Point-to-Point Yes 

USB Mass 

Storage 
Mobile Storage 

1.1: 12Mbps 

2.0: 480Mbps 
Analog Serial Root-and-Tree Yes 

CompactFlash 

Card 
Flash Cards 

CF 3.0: 66 

CF 4.0: 133 
Digital Parallel Point-to-Point Yes 

MMC Card Flash Cards 
3.3: 20Mbps 

4.0: 52MB/s 
Digital Parallel Common Bus Yes 

SD Card Flash Cards 
1.01: 12.5MB/s 

1.1: 25MB/s 
Digital Parallel Point-to-Point Yes 

Memory Stick Flash Cards 

1.4: 2.5MB/s 

PRO: 20MB/s 

HG: 60MB/s 

Digital Parallel Point-to-Point Yes 

 
Note: 1. MB/s: Mega Bytes per second. 
 2. Gbps: Giga bits per second, same as Gb/s . 
 3. Mbps: Mega bits per second, same as Mb/s. 
 4. Ultra2W: SCSI Ultra 2 Wide. 
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2.3 NAND Flash Memory Brief 

NAND flash memory is a kind of non-volatile solid-state memory composed by a 

NAND structural memory cell array. The page-wise3 accessing for data reading and 

programming makes the NAND flash memory is only suitable for mass data storage, 

so-called the “Data Flash”. Data flash is different to the “Code Flash” in the application 

point of view; while the Code Flash memory is used for the micro-code accessing for a 

computer system, which the accessing for data reading is byte-wise or word-wise [1]. 

NAND flash architecture was first proposed by Toshiba in 1987 [48]. The cell structure 

of NAND flash let it to be the most highly integrated cell array architecture and to 

achieve the lowest cost per MB in the semiconductor mass storage field. 

In this section, we describe the major characteristics, operations, and applications 

of NAND flash memory briefly. We describe the basics of NAND flash memory in 

Section 2.3.1; the deficiency of NAND flash memory is discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

 

2.3.1 Basics of NAND Flash Memory 

A typical architecture of the NAND flash memory devices is shown as in Figure 

2-3. The NAND flash memory is consists of the memory cell array and some of the 

control logic circuits. The memory cell is addressed by column address as well as row 

address. The column address pointers address the byte position in a page; The row 

                                                 
3 Some typical page sizes for page-wise accessing of NAND flash memory are: 512+16 bytes, 2048+64 
bytes, and 4096 + 218 bytes. 
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address pointers address the page position in the memory cell array. Furthermore, 

several pages form a block, which is the basic erase unit of NAND flash memory. For 

example, a 32Gb NAND flash memory device can be formed by: 

1 Page  = (4K + 218) Bytes 
1 Block  = 128 Pages = 128*(4K+218) Bytes 
  = (512K + 27.2K) Bytes 
1 Device = 8192 Blocks = 34,508.8 Mbits 
  = 4313.6 MBytes 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-1)

The operation of the NAND flash memory is controlled by issuing the address and 

command from the I/O pads. There are 3 kinds of I/O phase in the operation: command 

phase, address input phase, and data phase. The operational commands are sent during 

the command phase by enabling the CLE (Command Latch Enable) signal; the memory 

address is sent during the address input phase by enabling the ALE (Address Latch 

Enable) signal. The data to be written or read is transferred during the data phase by 

disabling both the CLE and ALE signals. Typical operational modes of the NAND flash 

memory are shown as in Table 2-II. The data reading, programming, and block erasing 

are the 3 major operation modes in the NAND flash memory accessing. In the data 

reading, there are command/address input phase, NAND flash memory busy to ready 

time for reading the data from the cell array to the data register, and the sequential data 

output. In the data programming, there are command/address input phase, sequential 

data input, and NAND flash memory busy to ready time for page program. In the block 

erasing, there are command/address input phase, and NAND flash memory busy to 

ready time for block erase. The basic operations are shown as in Figure 2-4. 
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Source: Toshiba NAND Flash memory datasheet [53].

Figure 2-3. The typical functional block diagram of the NAND flash memory. 
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Table 2-II. The operation modes of NAND flash memory 

Operation Mode CLE ALE CE# WE# RE# WP#
Command Input H L L  H H or L

Data Input L L L  H H 
Address Input L H L  H H or L

Sequential Data Output L L L H  H or L

During Program (Busy) H or L H or L H or L H or L H or L H 
During Erase (Busy) H or L H or L H or L H or L H or L H 

H or L H or L H H or L H or L H or L
During Read (Busy) 

H or L H or L L H H H or L

Program, Erase Inhibit H or L H or L H or L H or L H or L L 
Standby X X H X X H or L

 

Source: Toshiba NAND Flash memory datasheet [53]. 
 
 

Figure 2-4. Basic operation sequence of NAND flash memory. 
 

 

The major AC timing factors that affect the performance of NAND flash 

significantly are described as below:  
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․ The NAND flash busy to ready time in data reading, data programming, 

and block erasing is significant. A typical value of tCA2R (busy time of 

cell array to register as flash data reading) of 2 bits per cell MLC is 50us; 

a typical value of tPROG (busy time of flash page program) of 2 bits per 

cell MLC is 800us; a typical value of tBERASE (busy time of flash block 

erase) of 2 bits per cell MLC is 2ms. 

․ The sequential data output time is equal to the read enable strobe cycle 

time, tRC, times the total cycles. E.g., the 4K + 218 Bytes per page will 

need 4314 (=4096+218) cycles. A typical value of tRC is 30ns, So, the 

sequential data output time is 4314*30ns = 129.42us. 

․ The sequential data input time is similar with the sequential data output 

time. It is equal to the write enable strobe cycle time, tWC, times the total 

cycles. E.g., the 4K + 218 bytes per page will need 4314 cycles. A 

typical value of tWC is 50ns, so the sequential data output time is 

4314*50ns = 215.7us. 

․ The command/address input phase is in a few pulses of WE# signal 

rising. Thus, in the performance point of view, it is relative very small, 

and can be regarded as overheads to be negligible in brief performance 

estimation. 

 

2.3.2 Deficiencies in NAND Flash Memory 

The structure of NAND flash memory can reduce the total cell array area by 

word-line pitch scaling [1]. The basic structure of NAND architecture is shown as in 
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Figure 2-5. Since the parallel architecture and page-wise data accessing, the NAND 

flash memory was designed and targeting the application for mass data storage device. 

Because of the application for the mass data storage device, the NAND flash memory 

allows a certain percentage of defected blocks to increase the production yield and 

lower the cost. The initial defective blocks can be marked as “Bad” during the 

production testing stage. The existence of the “Bad” blocks does not affect the “Good” 

blocks because each block in the memory device is quite independent and individually 

isolated from the bit lines by block select transistors. Such initial permanent failures can 

be management by mapping table to replace the defective blocks by some reserved 

blocks, or lower the formatted capacity of the storage device. Moreover, the usage of the 

memory cell will cause the cycling of the programmed state (‘0’) and erased state (‘1’). 

Unlike the magnetic storage media, the NAND flash memory cell has wear-out 

problems. The endurance issue of the NAND flash memory will cause the block failure 

during use.  

The wear-out problem of NAND flash memory will cause permanent failures; we 

called it as hard errors. On the other hand, there are some of soft errors caused by 

operating disturbances or over-programming. The soft errors are defined as they are 

recoverable by an appropriate and effective manipulation. The over-programming 

phenomenon is caused by the fault-operation during a page program action. It will affect 

the reading of the other bits in the same word-line. The over-programming issue can be 

cleared by a new block erasure operation. The program disturbance happens when the 

bit in the page is un-intentionally programmed from ‘1’ (erased state) to ‘0’ 

(programmed state). The program disturbance can also be cleared by a new block 

erasure operation. In addition, the program disturbance can be avoided or reduced by 

programming the pages of the block in sequential order or by stopping using the partial 

page program. The read disturbance happens like program disturbance. It affects the 

charges stored in the floating gate during the read page process. Move the block data 

from one block to a new one will clear the read disturbance. The soft errors can be 
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detected by a read operation with the ECC (Error-Correction Code) check. The wear-out 

and disturbance issues are even more severe in the advanced shrunk technology and 

MLC flash memory. We summary the deficiency of NAND flash memory in Table 2-III.  

 

 

 

Source: Cappelletti et al., [1]

Figure 2-5. Basic structure of NAND architecture. 
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Table 2-III. The deficiencies in NAND flash memory 
Deficiency Type Effect 

Initial defective blocks Hard error Program / Erase Failure. 

Defective blocks during use Hard error Program / Erase Failure. 

Over-programming Soft error Bit errors happen during read. 

Program disturbance Soft error Bit errors happen during read. 

Read disturbance Soft error Bit errors happen during read. 

Page program, block erase Problematic Need erase before program. 

Program must be in order Problematic Need sequential program in a block. 

Partial page program inhibit Problematic Need buffer RAM. 

Long program time Weakness Poor performance. 

Long erase time Weakness Poor performance. 

Limited endurance Weakness Permanent failure as Wear-out. 

 

 

2.4 ECC (Error Correction Code) 

The Error Correction Code is used to increase the data integrity by adding some 

redundant information [2-3]. A FEC (Forward Error Correction) mechanism can do the 

error correction independently at the receiver side. The data stored in the storage media 

is like the data transferred through a communication channel. The defect and the 

disturbances in the NAND flash memory operation is analogues to the noisy in a 

communication channel. In Figure 2-6, there is the NAND flash memory is used to store 

the data. The data written to the NAND flash memory and read back is similar to the 

data is sent from a transmitter to a receiver in the communication channel. The source 

data is the data to be written to the NAND flash memory, and the drain data is the data 
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read back from the NAND flash memory. The ECC encoder generates the ECC parities 

as the redundancy of the user data which can be decoded by the ECC decoder. The ECC 

decoder can do the ECC decoding and check if the received is error-free or corrupted by 

noise. If the corrupted data is received, the ECC decoder will do the error correction by 

finding the error locations and the corresponding error patterns. 

In practical, the ECC circuit was used to lower down the BER (Bit Error Rate) to 

be the lower bound of acceptability, thus let the whole system data integrity can meet 

the required specification. For example, the BER should be less than 10-15 as a data 

storage device for computer systems.  

 

Figure 2-6. Illustration of ECC in the NAND flash memory storage. 

 

 

There are some famous algebraic codes for doing the error correction in a 

memory-less communication channel. The RS (Reed-Solomon) Code is designed for 

the data error correction of burst errors. RS code is widely adopted in Hard Disk Drive 
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and Optical Disk Drive industry. The BCH codes are used to correct the randomly 

happened errors in many systems. “BCH” is a name for the 3 historic mathematicians: 

Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquengham. The BCH code is very suitable for the error 

correction for the randomly bit errors in the NAND flash memory, since the noise 

model of the NAND flash memory is the randomly bit error. In addition, the smaller 

redundant area requirement for the same EC (Error-Correction Capability) level 

compare to RS code make BCH is more suitable for the ECC strategy in NAND flash 

memory storage systems. In Table 2-IV shows the comparison between the BCH code 

and the RS code.  
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Table 2-IV. Comparisons between the BCH code and the RS code 

Items 
BCH Code RS Code 

Errors Correction Random Bit Error Burst Errors 

Operation Unit Binary Non-binary (Symbol) 

Encode 
Architecture 

Long Cascade Shift Registers Parallel Symbol-base 
Registers 

Decode 
Architecture 

․ Syndrome Generators 

․ Syndrome to Error Locator 
Polynomial 

․ Chien’s Search 

․ Error Correction 

․ Syndrome Generators 

․ Syndrome to Error Locator 
Polynomial 

․ Chien’s Search 

․ Error Patterns Evaluation 

․ Error Correction 

Application 
Examples 

Optical Communication, 
Semiconductor Storage 

Optical Disk Drives, 
Magnetic Disk Drives. 

 

 

The parity-check matrix is defined for the linear systematic block for t-error 

correction capability as below [3]: 
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Where (α0, α1, …, αn-1) is a list of n distinct non-zero elements of GF(2m). 

From the further induction of parity-check matrix, the generator polynomial of the 

general t-EC (t-error correction) BCH ECC code can be expressed as: 

∏
=

−=
t

i
i xmxG

1
12 )()(  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-3) 

In the equation (2-3), the t stands for t-error correction, m1(x), m3(x), m5(x), …, 

m2t-1(x) are the minimal polynomials of order 1, 3, 5, …, 2t-1 of Galois Field GF(2m). 

While the generator polynomial of a general t-SC (t-symbol Correction) 

Reed-Solomon ECC code can be expressed as: 

∏
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Where α in equation (2-4) is the primitive element of GF(2m). 

ndromes will be gotten by the decoding of BCH and 

Reed-Solomon ECC codes. 

3(x), …, 

S2t-1(x)) by the following minimal polynomials m1(x), m3(x), m5(x), …, m2t-1(x). 

Both the BCH and Reed-Solomon ECC use the generator polynomial to generate 

the ECC parity for errors checking and correction redundancy. If the data is error-free, 

the all zero values of Sy

The decoding process of BCH ECC is done by doing the polynomial divisions and 

finding the remainder polynomial as the corresponding syndrome (S1(x), S
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Where, the c(x) in equation (2-5) is the polynomial of the received code word. 

The decoding process of Reed-Solomon ECC is done by doing the polynomial 

divisions and finding the remainder polynomial as the corresponding syndrome (S1(x), 

S2(x), …, S2t(x)) by the following polynomials: (x-α1), (x-α2), …, (x-α2t).  
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Where, the c(x) in equation (2-6) is the polynomial of the received code word. 

If the received code word is corrupted by noise, the non-zero of syndromes will be 

decoded. The next step of both BCH and Reed-Solomon ECC is to find the error locator 

polynomial by solving the key equation. The key equation can be solved by the 

Berlekamp-Massey Algorithm [2]. The general format of an error locator polynomial for 

finding u errors is shown in equation (2-7). 
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Where, the σi in the equation (2-7) is called the coefficients of the error location 

polynomial. 

To find the error locations, the iteration for x = αi evaluating is processed. This 

process is called the Chien’s Search. After finding the all of the error locations of the 

corrupted received code word, the bit error correction process of the BCH ECC code 

can be finished by doing the bit-inversion operation at the found error locations. While 
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the Reed-Solomon ECC due to its symbol-base ECC code, it needs to find the error 

patterns at the corresponding error locations. The process is called as the error pattern 

evaluation. 

There are 3 possible results after the decoding of the received data code word. Case 

(i), if all of the syndromes are all zero, the error-free of the received data code word 

result is judged. Case (ii), if the error locations and error patterns can be found and 

consistent with the mathematical formula, the correctable errors of the received data 

code word result is judged. The third condition is happened while none of the case (i) or 

case (ii). It is called as the un-correctable data error. 

The ECC circuit architecture for BCH and RS code is quite similar. The RS code 

can be regarded as an extension of BCH code to a symbol base error correction code. 

Both of the BCH and RS code are in the class of cyclic linear block code. Figure 2-7 

shows the general architecture for the BCH and RS ECC circuit. The ECC Registers are 

used to store the temporary data during the ECC encoding, ECC decoding, and finding 

the error locations and calculating error patterns. The key equation solver is designed to 

do the syndrome to error locator polynomial; the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm was 

constructed to do the operation. The error searcher is designed for finding the error 

locations by evaluating the error locator polynomial. Such evaluation of error locator 

polynomial is also called the Chien’s search algorithm. For the BCH ECC case, the 

corrector FSM (Finite State Machine) just doing the bit-inversion of the found error 

locations. For the RS ECC, there needs an operation to find the error pattern of each 

found error location, because RS is the symbol-base ECC code. 
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Figure 2-7. General architecture of ECC circuit. 

 

 

2.5 Flash Memory Management 

In this section, we discussed the flash memory management in the NAND flash 

memory controller. The flash memory management is related to algorithms on 

managing the logical block address to physical block address mapping, defective blocks 

management, wear-leveling on block erase, and the refreshing or scrubbing process of 

the NAND flash memory. 
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2.5.1 L2P (Logical to Physical) Block Mapping 

The whole data transfer flow from the host computer to the storage devices can be 

divided 3 layers: The host file system level, the interface logical block address level, 

and the device physical block level, as shown in Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9. In the flash 

data accessing, the L2P (Logical to Physical) block mapping and translation is necessary 

because of the different data accessing behavior in the logical side and the physical side 

[48-49]. In Figure 2-10, a typical L2P mapping was proposed by SSFDC (Solid-State 

Floppy Disk Consortium) [33]. 

 

Figure 2-8. The data flow of host system to storage device. 
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Figure 2-9. Illustration of L2P block mapping mechanism. 
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Source: SmartMedia Interface Library, Software Edition [33].

Figure 2-10. Typical L2P block mapping algorithm of SmartMedia. 
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2.5.2 Defect Block Management 

The defect block management is used to replace the defective blocks of the NAND 

flash memory with reserved spare blocks while the flash blocks were marked “bad” in 

the production test or become failure during in use. Doing the defective blocks scan and 

replacement in the production stage is called as “Statically Defect Management”; doing 

the failure block replacement during the usage is called as “Dynamically Defect 

Management” [48-49]. Figure 2-11 shows a typical mechanism for the NAND flash 

memory defect block Management. The Defect management table was constructed to do 

the mapping relationship between the original pointed block and the replacement block 

while the original pointed block is a defected block. 
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Figure 2-11. Typical defect block management mechanism of NAND flash memory. 

 

 

2.5.3 Wear-Leveling 

The wear-leveling issue is significantly important as the NAND flash memory is 

used for the solid-state drive. Since the original DOS (Disk Operating Systems) file 

system was created for magnetic type storage device, the wear-out problem was not 

been seriously considered. The un-average usage work load of the each NAND flash 

memory block will cause the more frequently used area become wear-out. For example, 
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the FAT (File Allocation Table) and directory of the DOS file system was updated very 

often as the files was in copying and deleting. Moreover, the NAND flash blocks storing 

the static data (write seldom but read often) are used in dramatically low frequency, and 

the reserved blank data area for the file system will not be used in operation in practical 

DOS file system operation. 

To increase the product life time, a wear-leveling algorithm was implemented by 

the subroutines in the system firmware. As shown in Figure 2-12, the wear-leveling 

algorithm was created by the turn-around of all the flash blocks. The erase cycles of 

each block in the flash memory device, therefore, could be averaged through the 

wear-leveling algorithm [73]. 

 

 

Figure 2-12. Typical wear-leveling mechanism of NAND flash memory. 
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Based on the wear-leveling on the dynamical data (usually to be read and updated 

files) or the statically data (write seldom but read often, or even write once read many), 

there are 2 levels of the wear-leveling defined: the dynamical wear-leveling and 

statically wear-leveling. The dynamical wear-leveling is only doing the wear-leveling 

on the dynamical data. It is simpler for implementation and affects the performance 

little, but it will have a result as 2 groups of wearing level. The usage level of static data 

is dramatically low as comparing with the dynamical data, even though the wearing 

level of the dynamical data is averaged. The static wear-leveling is doing the 

wear-leveling on the whole good flash memory blocks, thus, consequently it can make 

the wearing level for each NAND flash memory block in a small amount difference. 

Figure 2-13 shows the comparison of no wear-leveling, dynamical wear-leveling and 

static wear-leveling. 

Instead of using the magnetic storage media oriented file system, such as DOS FAT, 

there are software drivers which were developed for NAND flash file system, like the 

Journaling type file system. These types of file systems use the NAND flash memory by 

solely in sequential order, thus, the work load for each block is evenly inherently. For 

example, the open source of JFFS2 (http://sources.redhat.com/jffs2/) and YAFFS 

(http://www.aleph1.co.uk/armlinux/projects/yaffs/) are available on the web-site. 

 

 

http://sources.redhat.com/jffs2/
http://www.aleph1.co.uk/armlinux/projects/yaffs/
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(a) No Wear-leveling

(b) Dynamical Wear-leveling

(c) Static Wear-leveling

Note:
  75% Static Data Simulated.

 

Source: Silicon Systems, http://www.storagesearch.com/siliconsys-art1.html 

Figure 2-13. Comparison of dynamical wear-leveling and static wear-leveling. 

 

 

http://www.storagesearch.com/siliconsys-art1.html
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2.5.4 Refreshing or Scrubbing 

The charge-keeping quality in the floating gate structure of NAND flash memory is 

related to the disturbances and endurances. As the erase cycles increased of a NAND 

flash memory block, the charge-keeping quality decreased. The charge-keeping quality 

decrease will cause the bit sensing mechanism become difficult, thus, the bit error may 

happen. The charge-keeping problem caused by disturbances can be cleared by a new 

block erasure operation. A new block erasure operation can be happened as moving the 

data to a new block and erase it as blank block, this action is called the refreshing or 

scrubbing. The timing for doing the refreshing can be determined by counting the usage 

frequency or by detecting the error bits in reading [79]. 

Figure 2-14 shows a typical refreshing algorithm for NAND flash memory. The 

refreshing of the flash memory block is check during the read process. If the correctable 

bit errors happened, and the bit error count in a flash page is over a threshold, a 

refreshing operation will be executed. The flash block refreshing is done by the 

following procedure: 

(1) Copy the block data to a cleaned spare block, 

(2) Update the L2P table, 

(3) Do the block erasure on the block and set it as a spare block. 
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Figure 2-14. Typical refreshing or scrubbing of NAND flash memory. 
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2.6 Flash Memory Configuration 

The flash memory configuration is discussed in this section. The flash memory 

configuration was discussed about the organization structure as the multiple flash 

memory devices are used in a flash memory storage system. There are parallelisms of 

the NAND flash memory as well as the redundancies of the NAND flash memory. The 

parallelism in a flash storage system is used to improve the performance of data transfer 

rate. There are 2 types of parallelism of the NAND flash memory using in configuration: 

the multiple channels and interleave. The redundancy of the NAND Flash memory can 

further guarantee the data integrity besides the ECC, and the flash memory management. 

The RAID level-1 and level-5 were introduced to do the NAND flash memory 

redundancy. 

 

2.6.1 Flash Memory Parallelism 

Parallelism of the NAND flash memory in a flash storage system is used to 

improve the performance of data transfer rate. There are 2 types of parallelism of the 

NAND flash memory using in configuration: the multiple channels in vertical, and the 

interleave in horizontal [75]. Figure 2-15 shows a typical architecture of NAND flash 

memory parallelism by multi-channel. Figure 2-16 shows a typical architecture of 

NAND flash memory parallelism by interleave. The detailed operation and performance 

analysis and calculation were discussed in chapter 5. 
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Figure 2-15. Typical architecture of NAND flash memory parallelism by multi-channel.

 

 

Note: R/B is the ready/busy indication signal of flash memory device.

Figure 2-16. Typical architecture of NAND flash memory parallelism by interleave. 
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2.6.2 Flash Memory Redundancy 

Redundancy of the flash memory can enhance the data integrity, especially for the 

data retention problem as the endurance cycles of the NAND flash memory block is 

going to be expired. The redundancy strategy used in the NAND flash memory is 

similar to the RAID level 1, 5 of RAID technology developed [35]. Figure 2-17 shows a 

typical architecture of NAND flash memory redundancy. 

The RAID level-1 is doing the data redundancy by the mirror of the block data. 

The flash memory device #0 and device #1 will do the write data simultaneously (in 

parallel) to keep the data both in the flash memory device #0 and device #1. While as 

during the data reading, the read data can be taken either from device #0 or device #1. 

Once an un-correctable data error happened, another mirrored data can be attained from 

the other flash memory device. 

The RAID level-5 constructed with 4 flash memory devices was shown in Figure 

2-17, and the RAID level-5 is doing the data redundancy by the exclusive-OR formula 

as shown in equation (2-8). 

CBAP ⊕⊕=  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-8) 

Once one of the data block A, B, or C contains the un-correctable data error, the 

corrected data can be attained by solving the exclusive-OR formula by re-arranging the 

term of A, B, C and P. For example if block data A contains un-correctable data error, 

the corrected block data A* can be attained by equation (2-9).  

CBPA ⊕⊕=*  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-9) 
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Figure 2-17. Typical architecture of NAND flash memory redundancy. 
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2.7 Cryptography and Security 

The data security is important for copyright protection and privacy. The data 

security in the flash memory storage device can be implemented by the cryptographer 

circuit and AKE (Authentication Key Exchange) mechanism. 

Figure 2-18 shows a typical architecture of NAND flash memory controller with a 

security controller circuit. The security controller was designed in conjunction with the 

MCU and Buffer, which can do the data encryption as writing the data to the flash 

memory array, and do the data decryption as reading the data from the flash memory. 

 

Figure 2-18. Typical architecture of NAND flash controller with security controller. 
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2.8 System-Level Performance 

In this section, we discussed the system-level performance of the NAND flash 

memory storage systems controlled by the NAND flash memory controller. The data 

reading and writing, and command cache is used to decrease the latency time as reading 

and writing the data to the flash memory storage device. Thus, it increases the random 

block data accessing of the flash memory storage device. The compatibility of the 

NAND flash memory storage device is very important if it is used as a mobile storage 

device, such as flash memory cards, or UFD. The various flash memory supporting is 

meaningful while current flash memory sources are rich and versatile. 

 

2.8.1 Data Read / Write, and Command Cache Operation 

To improve the long latency time of Hard Disk Drive spindle speed-up, and disk 

head positioning, the read data caching and write data caching through a RAM buffer 

was invented [100]. The read look ahead data caching, and write buffer cache were 

adopted for the data caching in the accessing to Hard Disk Drive. Moreover, the 

commands order sent from host might not be suitable and in good efficient order for 

Hard Disk Drive. Thus, the NCQ (Native Command Queuing) was developed to 

re-order the commands sent from host [103]. These data caching algorithms really 

improved the data accessing efficiency and save the power consumption of Hard Disk 

Drive. 

As an analogy to the Hard Disk Drive, the data caching algorithm used in the Hard 

Disk Drive can be extended to the NAND flash memory storage system. The read 

look-ahead cache was designed by guessing the host reading data is in sequential order. 
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Thus, the flash controller can read the next subsequent data in advance as finishing the 

read command [76]. The write cache was designed to have a big enough size of 

buffer-RAM to accept the writing data from the Host. The data writing process was 

earlier completed as the data were written into the buffer RAM, instead of writing the 

data to the flash memory. The write cache saves lots of the latency time of the NAND 

flash block mapping calculation before start a writing data sequence to the NAND flash 

memory. In addition, to prevent the potentially accidental power failure during the write 

data, the non-volatile memory caching for write cache was introduced [105-106]. 

 

 

2.8.2 Compatibility 

The compatibility issue raised when the NAND flash memory storage used as a 

removable storage device (e.g., the flash memory cards and USB flash disk). The 

incompatibility between the host system and the storage device causes the problem in 

inter-plug ability, and it makes the inconveniences for transferring information among 

host systems through the mobile flash memory storage device.  

To solve the tedious compatibility validation job, a systematic way to verify the 

compatibility was developed by a golden host model [71]. The golden host model was 

established by the studying and experiments on the standard specification, and by doing 

the test on the major models in the marketing. Figure 2-19 illustrates the model 

matching methodology for compatibility analysis. The model matching methodology is 

a hardware test platform developed by a corporation in Taiwan, Prolific Technology, Inc. 

(http://www.prolific.com.tw). The main concept of the model matching methodology is 

assumed the greater similarity with the marketing leader brand, the better compatibility 

 

http://www.prolific.com.tw/
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of the test sample will be. For example, in the SD card market, Sandisk 

(http://www.sandisk.com) is the leading brand in the flash card market. 

 

Similarity 
Report

Similarity 
Report

Golden 
Sample
Golden 
Sample

Test 
Sample
Test 

Sample

ComparisonComparisonFunction
Generator
Function

Generator

Figure 2-19. Illustration of model matching methodology for compatibility. 

 

 

2.8.3 Various Flash Memory Supporting 

Since the first commercial NAND flash memory device was shipped in 1989 by 

Toshiba, the NAND flash memory based solid-state mass storage devices was adopted 

in the market gradually. In 2005, the total capacity of NAND flash memory exceeded 

DRAM memory. The application of NAND flash memory is becoming very popular 

now. Nowadays, versatile of the NAND flash memory was provided by the major 

semiconductor companies in the world. The Intel, Toshiba, Samsung, Hynix, Micron, 

STMicroelectronic, etc. has the NAND flash memory product line in series. The NAND 

flash memory types are no longer simple now. Thus, to support the various flash 

memory types for a flash memory controller is becoming indispensable. 

 

http://www.sandisk.com/
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There are some strategies to support the various flash memory devices in the 

market. To read the device ID of the flash memory prior to access it is the popular 

method used in the flash memory controller. The drawback of the read flash ID 

algorithm is it needs to include all the firmware for the supported types of flash memory 

devices. It may be no problem in the earlier stage while the NAND flash memory types 

are still little. Another strategy is to have the firmware upgrade capability. Once the 

NAND flash memory type chosen, the corresponding firmware code was loaded to the 

flash controller. Thus, complete the one-to-one match of the controller and the NAND 

flash memory array. 

 

 

2.9 Typical Flash Memory Controllers 

The NAND flash memory is widely used as a storage media in many application 

fields. Typical flash memory controllers can be divided by 4 categories: flash memory 

cards, PC removable storage device, embedded flash memory modules, and solid-state 

drive. The necessary functional units of the NAND flash controller were described in 

this chapter. While in different kinds of applications, the required specifications of each 

functional unit may be different. Table 2-V shows the importance of each functional unit 

in the flash memory controller for typical applications. 
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Table 2-V. The importance of each functional unit for different applications 

Category Flash Cards Mobile Storage Embedded Flash 
Solid-State 

Drive 

Host Interface SD, MMC, MS 
USB, IEEE1394,
PCIe 

PCIe, IDE, 
SATA 

IDE, SATA, 
PCIe,SCSI, SAS

ECC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

L2P efficiency * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Wear-Leveling * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Refreshing * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Security * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Parallelism * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Cache * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Redundancy * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Compatibility * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

Note: 
 *****: Very Important 
 ****: Important 
 ***: Fair 
 **: Optional 
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Chapter 3  BCH ECC Circuit 
Implementation by Systolic 
Array 

We presented a novel t-EC w-bit parallel data I/O BCH ECC circuit construction 

procedure for t-EC w-bit parallel data I/O bus by systolic array in this chapter. The t-EC 

w-bit parallel data I/O BCH ECC is necessary for the advanced high-density NAND 

flash memory chip. In section 3.1, we talk about the introduction and related works on 

the FEC (Forward Error Correction code). In section 3.2, we describe the construction 

procedure of this novel t-EC w-bit parallel data I/O BCH ECC circuit. In section 3.3, we 

illustrate the design procedure by a typical 4-EC 16-bit parallel BCH ECC circuit for 

70nm MLC NAND flash memory which requires 4 bits random error correction 

capability. In section 3.4, we summarize the novel t-EC w-bit parallel data I/O BCH 

ECC circuit design by the chip implementation of the controller chip for SD/MMC 

memory cards via UMC 0.18um process. 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we presented a BCH ECC circuit construction procedure for t-EC 
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w-bit parallel data I/O bus by systolic array. The w-bit parallel data I/O is required for 

the parallel data I/O bus (×8 or ×16) of a NAND flash memory chip. 

The FEC (Forward Error Correction code) is usually demanded for ensuring 

reliable data transmission in noisy communication channels, while maintaining a good 

system performance. There have been already a lot of algebraic ECC codes proposed for 

FEC purpose, in which the cyclic attribute of the BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) 

code makes an easy adoption for hardware circuit implementation and has become a 

common choice in most applications [2,3]. Different from the BCH code is suitable for 

correcting random bit errors, the derivative RS (Reed-Solomon) code was developed for 

burst errors correction. Both codes are of similar mathematical fundamentals, while the 

RS code can be regarded as an extension of the BCH code to be a non-binary, 

symbol-base operation. Nowadays, many applications adopt BCH or RS code as a 

standard ECC (Error Correction Code), for example, CD (Compact Disc), DVD 

(Digital Versatile Disc), HDD (Hard Disk Drive), Ether-Net, wireless communications, 

etc. The parallel data I/O bus (×8 or ×16) of a NAND flash chip thus requires a parallel 

BCH ECC codec, applied the parallel CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) concept was 

proposed by Zukowski [62]. A longer encoder polynomial for BCH code is spontaneous 

to have a stronger bit error correction capability. Some high speed architectures were 

presented by K. K. Parhi, et al [63-64, 66]. Also, Jun Zhang et al presented an optimized 

architecture for the long parallel BCH encoder [65]. In addition to the long encoder 

issue, there were time and power consumption issues solved by Chien’s search for error 

location [66-67]. These prior researches provide a formulated basis for a parallel BCH 

ECC code and circuit implementation. 

In the highly regular and iterative VLSI architecture, the systolic array processors 

were introduced for the architecture and timing design by projection. The systolic array 

architecture has been applied to RS encoders and decoders, and showed good 

performance [68-70]. The systematic design approach of a systolic array processor can 
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make the circuit design easy for implementation and easy for pipelining to fit the system 

level design specifications. In this chapter, we presented a t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC 

code with incorporating the systolic array architecture. A typical application example of 

4-EC 16-bit parallel BCH ECC circuit was designed for the NAND flash controller. The 

good performances were shown by the real chip realization for SD/MMC card. 

 

 

3.2 Construction Procedure 

In this section, we presented the construction procedure for the t-EC w-bit parallel 

BCH ECC circuit. The w-bit parallel data I/O is required for the parallel data I/O bus 

(×8 or ×16) of a NAND flash memory chip.  

 

3.2.1 The Serial t-EC BCH ECC Code Construction 

A general t-EC BCH ECC code can be constructed through the procedures shown 

as in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1. The t-EC serial BCH code construction procedure 

 

In Step 1, an adequate value for m should be selected to construct the GF(2m) 

Galois Field via a selected primitive polynomial p(x), where m must satisfy tmkn ⋅+= , 

where t stands for the t-EC error correction capability, k is the bit length of user data, 

and n is the bit length of the encoded data block. All n, k, m, t here are natural numbers 

and satisfy the inequality equation: , that is: 12 −≤ mn

ktmm ≥⋅−−12  ………………….. (3-1)
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In Step 2, a generator polynomial for t-EC in GF(2m) can be formed by the 

following products of minimal polynomials, and can be expressed as:  

∑
−⋅
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−
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Since the degree of the each minimal polynomial in GF(2m), 

 is m, the degree of the generator polynomial is thus, 

. The cyclic attribute of the generator polynomial can be implemented by a series of 

cascaded shift registers. An example of the 1-bit serial BCH ECC encoding circuit is 

shown as in Figure 3-2, where i(x) designate the input data stream of the k bits user data 

block and c(x) is the data stream of 

)( , ,)( ,)( ),( 12531 xmxmxmxm t−⋅⋅⋅

tm ⋅

)( tmk ⋅+  bits encoded block. 
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Figure 3-2. Block diagram of the 1-bit serial encoder 

 

 

In Step 3, the syndrome generator polynomials for the BCH ECC decoder can be 

formed by each minimal polynomial. The Syndromes  can 

then be generated from the received data stream, r(x), and the minimal polynomials: 

, respectively. In Figure 3-3, the block diagram of the 

1-bit serial BCH ECC decoding circuit was shown, where k is equal to  for a 

t-EC BCH code. If all of the syndromes: 

)( , ,)( ,)( ),( 531 xSxSxSxS k⋅⋅⋅

)( , ,)( ,)( ),( 531 xmxmxmxm k⋅⋅⋅

)12( −t

)( , ,)( ,)( ),( 531 xSxSxSxS k⋅⋅⋅  are all “Zeros”, 

then no bit error happened in the received data stream. That is the received data is 

error-free. 
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Figure 3-3. The syndromes generator circuit of 1-bit serial BCH decoder 

 

 

In Step 4, by applying the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, the coefficients of error 

locator polynomial can be got from generated syndromes in Step 3 [2].  

In Step 5, the circuit to find the error locations was constructed by Chien’s search 

algorithm [2, 66-67]. 

Through Step 1 to Step 5, a serial t-EC BCH ECC code can be constructed. 

 

3.2.2 The t-EC w-bit Parallel BCH ECC Code Construction 

For a general t-EC BCH Code, the generator polynomial can be expressed as 

)()()()()( 12531 xmxmxmxmxG t−⋅⋅⋅=  …………………….. (3-2)
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, where 12 ,5 ,3 ,1 ),( −= tjxm j  are the minimal polynomials in GF(2m). 

By expanding the products of )( , ,)( ,)( ),( 12531 xmxmxmxm t−⋅⋅⋅ , equation (3-2) can 

be expressed as 

∑
−⋅

=

⋅=
1

0

)(
tm

i

i
i xaxG  …………………….. (3-3)

, where ’s are coefficients of the generator polynomial G(x), . As shown 

in Figure 3-2, the cyclic operation of G(x) can be implemented by a set of registers and 

XOR (Exclusive OR) gates. Totally, 

ia )2(GFai ∈

tm ⋅  registers are necessary to fulfill the cyclic 

operations. 

tmGFRRRG ⋅∈→ )2( ,:  
…………………….. (3-4)

Where, G can be regarded as a companion matrix. 

[ ] [ ] iii DgG ⋅+⋅=+ RegReg 1  …………………….. (3-5)

The detailed matrix form can be written as follows, 
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In serial connection, the matrix equation can be expressed as in equation (3-5). 

Moreover, for a continuously serial data input stream, {…, Di, Di+1, Di+2, …, Di+w-1, …}, 

the w-bit parallel formula can be formed as:  
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By w-times functional composition of the above equations, an analytical equation 

was deducted as in equation (3-7). 
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Based on the same concept and operations, the induction of the parallel syndrome 

generator polynomials is similar to the generator polynomials. The encoder and the 

syndrome generators for t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC were shown in Figure 3-4 and 

3-5 respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3-4. The encoder for t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC. 
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Figure 3-5. The syndrome generators for t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC. 

 

 

From the matrix operation of the equation (3-5), a general basic equation for the 

systolic array processing can be expressed as 

1,,,1 −+ +⋅+⋅= jiiimtiiji RDaRaR  …………………….. (3-8)

, where the boundary conditions are 

1,,,1 −+ +⋅+⋅= mtiiimtiimti RDaRaR  …………………….. (3-9)

iimtiii DaRaR ⋅+⋅=+ ,1,1  …………………….. (3-10)

Based on the general basic equation of a t-EC w-bit parallel BCH code, the basic 

operation module for the matrix array was as shown in Figure 3-6, which contains two 

AND gates and two XOR gates. The coefficients ai’s are determined by the generator 
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polynomial or the syndrome generator polynomials of the constructed BCH code. To 

complete the matrix equation (3-6) by the basic operation module, an array architecture 

was adopted. The array architecture of the n-bit input data stream for the BCH generator 

polynomial or syndrome generator polynomials was shown as in Figure 3-7. 

 

 

Ri,j

Ri,mt

ai

 

Figure 3-6. The basic operation module for the systolic array 
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Figure 3-7. The array structure of n-bit data stream BCH encoder/decoder 

 

 

The w-bit parallel BCH encoder/decoder circuits can be constructed by a w-bit 

folded of the whole array structure as illustrated in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. The w-bit folded structure for w-bit parallel operation 

 

 

By doing the “Z-axis” projection, the array structure of w-bit parallel systolic array 

of a BCH encoder and syndrome generator was as shown in Figure 3-9. The dotted line 

places in between each w-bit parallel folding array means the registers for data latching 

it each clock. 
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Figure 3-9. The w-bit parallel systolic array structure 

 

 

3.3 A 4-EC 16-bit Parallel BCH ECC Circuit Design Example 

For the presented NAND flash controller in this paper, a 4-EC 16-bit parallel BCH 

ECC circuit was implemented to meet the 4-bit ECC (per 528-byte page) requirement of 

most MLC flash memory chips. The specifications of the BCH ECC circuit of NAND 

flash controller for SD/MMC flash memory card were summarized in Table 3-I.  
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Table 3-I. The specifications of the BCH ECC circuit 

Items Specifications 
Random bit correction 4-EC; 4 random bits error correction 
Data bus width 16 bits 
Clock frequency 60 MHz 
User data size 512 bytes = 4096 bits 

 

 

The 4-EC capability for each 4096-bit user data requires a minimum m of 13 to 

meet equation (3-1). That is 

409681394131213 >=⋅−−  …………………….. (3-11)

Thus, a Finite Field GF(213) was formed by the primitive polynomial  

1)( 3413 ++++= xxxxxp  …………………….. (3-12)

And, the minimal polynomials m  for constructing the 

generator polynomial are 
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Take the vector notation for easy operation as below 
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 The generator polynomial of the 4-EC BCH ECC, G(x) is thus expressed as 

)()()()()( 7531 xmxmxmxmxG ⋅⋅⋅=  

The 52-bit generator polynomial for BCH(4148,4096) 4-EC ECC was formed as 

below. 

G(x)=[ 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1] 

………….. (3-13)

The companion matrix G was therefore shown as: 
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With the companion matrix G and the vector g, the systolic array circuit can be 
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implemented as statements in the above. 

A systolic array was applied to a t-EC w-bit parallel BCH codec (The encoder and 

syndrome generator). Table 3-II summarized the comparison between the proposed 

systolic array t-EC w-bit parallel BCH code and other prior methods. The systolic array 

design method can provide a systematic approach for the t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC 

circuit design with no unbalanced fan-out or clock skew issues as shown in Figure 3-9. 

A 4-EC 16-bit parallel BCH ECC capability for SD/MMC flash memory cards was 

designed. As the discussion on chip implementations and experiments in Section 8.1 of 

Chapter 8, the test results show the good performance and low power consumption of 

this designed circuit. 

 

Table 3-II. Comparison between different BCH implementation methods 

Items Serial
Formulated w-bit 

Parallel 
Systolic Array w-bit 

Parallel 
Unbalanced Fan-out Yes Yes No 
Bit rate / Clock 1 1/w 1/w 
Area Small Middle Middle 
Pipe-lining No Difficult Systematic 
Long clock tree Yes No No 

 

 

3.4 Summary 

The systematic circuit construction and implementation of t-EC w-bit parallel BCH 

ECC was presented. The t-EC w-bit Parallel BCH ECC was designed by using systolic 
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array processor, and a 4-EC 16-bit parallel BCH ECC was designed for the NAND flash 

memory controller. With this successful 4-EC 16-bit parallel BCH ECC circuit, the 

presented design method can be easily applied to a general t-EC w-bit parallel BCH 

ECC circuit application. The real chip realization and the test results by the experiment 

show the good performances of the controller chip. The micro-graph of the NAND flash 

memory controller chip for SD/MMC flash memory card is shown as in Figure 3-10. 

The detail information was shown in the section 8.1. 

 
 

 

Figure 3-10. The micro-graph of the silicon die of the controller chip with UMC 0.18um 
Process 
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Chapter 4  Multi-Mode BCH ECC for 
Hybrid Multi-Channel Flash 
Memory 

In this chapter, we presented a multi-mode Error-Correction-Code (ECC) 

architecture for hybrid multi-channel NAND flash memory systems, which optimizes 

the overall system cost-performance of the flash memory storage systems by leveraging 

the properties of flash memory structure, performance and endurance in different grade 

of NAND flash memory. The implementation of the circuit shows 37% of the circuit 

size and power consumption savings of the proposed architecture. In section 4.1, we 

talk the introduction on the background and related works. In section 4.2, we describe 

the proposed multi-mode BCH ECC circuit architecture. In section 4.3, we describe the 

ECC circuit architecture for hybrid multi-channel flash memory systems. In section 4.4, 

we show the effectiveness of the proposed architecture by circuit implementation. In 

section 4.5, we have the summary on the proposed multi-mode BCH ECC circuit for 

hybrid multi-channel flash memory systems. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The rapid progressing in process technology shrinking and the development of 

MLC (Multi-Level Cell) technology of NAND flash memory have increased the bit 

density and lowered the cost per MB of flash memory. The bit density of NAND flash 

memory was doubled per 12 months in the past years. Nevertheless, the higher density 

of the NAND flash memory causes the poor performances and less endurance. The cost 

per MB versus to the performance and reliability of NAND flash memory has become a 

trade-off. In order to recover the performances and endurances loss of the higher density 

of the NAND flash memory, there is different operating features introduced and more 

bits error correction capability requirements during the data accessing [1, 47-51]. Table 

I shows the summary of the major features among different grade of the NAND flash 

memory devices [52-58]. In regarding with the NAND flash memory applications, there 

are some major factors among the different grade of NAND flash memory devices, 

shown as below: 

․ ECC Capability: For example, 1-EC, 4-EC, 8-EC, 12-EC per sector (512 or 

528 Bytes). 

․ Endurances: the more shrinking of technology and higher MLC cell structure, 

cause more severe problems in endurance cycles. 

․ Data retention period: it degrades as the operating cycles tend to the 

maximum endurance cycles. 

․ Busy time of page program and block erase: it relates to the data accessing 

performance of NAND flash memory. 

․ Page format and memory array structure: it defines data accessing method of 

the NAND flash memory. 
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․ I/O timing in data reading and writing: it relates to the data accessing 

performance of NAND flash memory.  

 

Table 4-I. The features of different NAND flash memory devices. 

Flash Type SLC >60nm 4LC 50nm 4LC 40nm 4LC 
Max. Monolithic 

Density 
Half of 4LC 8Gb 16Gb 32Gb 

ECC Requirement 
1 bit per 528 

Bytes 

4 bits per 528 

Bytes 

8 bits per 528 

Bytes 

12 bits per 528 

Bytes 

Page Format (Bytes) 2048+64 2048+64 4096+218 4096+218 

Spare per 512 Bytes 16 Bytes 16 Bytes 
27.25 Bytes 

(218 bits) 

27.25 Bytes 

(218 bits) 

Endurance Cycles 100K 10K 5~10K 1.5~5K 

Min. NOP1 4 1 1 1 

Note: 1. NOP means the acceptable Number of Page Program cycles. 

 

As we discussed in chapter 2, to recover the randomly bit errors occurred during 

the NAND flash memory data accessing, the ECC circuit was designed in the NAND 

flash memory controller. With randomly bit errors phenomenon during the flash 

memory data accessing, the BCH code is more suitable than the Reed-Solomon code. 

The BCH code consumes less redundant data than Reed-Solomon code. The different 

grade of NAND flash memory requires different ECC capability, as shown in Table 4-I. 

Thus, the different EC (Error-Correction Capability) of BCH ECC circuit was required 

for supporting the different type of NAND flash memory. Table 4-II shows the typical 

information of different EC of BCH ECC circuits. 
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Table 4-II. The comparison of 4-EC, 8-EC and 12-EC BCH ECC circuits. 

BCH ECC Type 4-EC 8-EC 12-EC 
Redundant bits 52 bits 104 bits 156 bits 

Typical Gate Counts 15K 25K 40K 
 

 

In some flash memory applications, they are related to file systems level, such as: 

in the application of the real-time embedded systems [85-88]. In such system-level and 

large-scale applications, to provide a higher flash accessing bandwidth by multi-channel 

is useful and meaningful. Meanwhile, the poor performance of lower cost MLC flash 

memory can be improved by parallel accessing. Furthermore, an optimized 

cost-performance of the memory cost, system performance and reliability can be 

achieved by managing the hybrid flash memory systems which are composed of 

multiple types of flash memory devices. The overall system cost-performance can be 

optimized by leveraging the memory cost per MB, endurance and performance among 

the different grade of NAND flash memory chips. 

In a hybrid multi-channel flash memory system, the ECC circuit of the NAND 

flash controller needs to cover all the types of the NAND flash memory in the flash 

memory system. The more shrinking process technology and more bits per cell of the 

MLC type NAND flash memory (e.g., 16LC for 4bits per cell), it requires stronger error 

correction capability of the ECC circuit. Thus, the ECC circuit size in the NAND flash 

memory controller has become a significant factor. A proposed multi-mode ECC circuit 

can save the circuit size by sharing the common function units in each mode. The proper 

ECC mode can be set based on the corresponding NAND flash memory type. In 

addition, to support multi-channel flash memory system, a proper ECC circuit 

architecture is also required for the parallel operation in each flash memory channel 
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with the reasonable circuit size. 

 

 

4.2 The Multi-Mode BCH ECC Architecture 

In this section, we presented a multi-mode BCH ECC architecture for hybrid 

multi-channel NAND flash memory storage system. In Figure 4-1, the overall system 

functional block diagram of a novel NAND flash memory controller with multi-mode 

ECC architecture for hybrid multi-channel flash memory storage systems is shown. 

There are host interface bus and host interface controller to connect with a host system, 

such as: PC, DSC, cellular phone, notebook computer, etc. The multiple flash sequencer 

circuits support multi-channel flash memory array. Buffer RAM and buffer manager 

control the data transportation between the flash memory and the host. The 

micro-controller unit (MCU) and the code banking architecture provide the environment 

for firmware execution. The multi-mode BCH ECC was designed for the data integrity 

of the hybrid multi-channel flash memory array.  
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Figure 4-1. The overall system functional block diagram of the controller. 

 

 

In Figure 4-2, a separated Endec (Encoder and Decoder circuit for BCH ECC) and 

error corrector architecture was illustrated. The architecture is designed for 

cost-performance consideration in supporting the multi-channel flash memory operation. 

The BCH ECC encoder is used to generate the ECC parities as writing data to flash 

memory, while the BCH ECC decoder is used to generate the decoded syndromes as 

reading data from flash memory. We combined the BCH ECC encoder and decoder 

circuit together since the flash memory reading and writing will not occur at the same 

time. The t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC Endec circuit was constructed as the 

procedures in Chapter 3. The error corrector circuit was designed by three sub-modules: 

syndromes to error locator polynomial, error location search, and registers file. The 

“syndrome to error locator polynomial” circuit was implemented by Berlekamp-Massey 
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algorithm. The error location search circuit was implemented by 4-step parallel Chien’s 

search algorithm. The registers file is shared for the syndrome to error locator 

polynomial circuit and error location search circuit. Table 4-III shows the typical gate 

count of the circuit design and synthesis. 
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Figure 4-2. The separated Endec / corrector architecture of BCH ECC. 

 

 

Table 4-III. Sizes of Endec and corrector in 12-EC and 8-EC BCH ECC. 

8-EC BCH ECC 12-EC BCH ECC 
Circuit Module 

Endec Corrector Endec Corrector 
Gate Counts 4.4K 19.7K 7.5K 29.5K 

Ratio 1.00 4.48 1.00 3.93 
Difference N/A 15.3K N/A 22K 
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Based on the circuit architecture in Figure 4-2, supporting multi-mode operation of 

the BCH ECC circuit was designed on Endec module and corrector module respectively. 

The multi-mode operation of BCH encoder and decoder was designed by sharing the 

registers and adjusting the combinational functions in different mode. Figure 4-3 shows 

the architecture of the multi-mode Endec circuit. The encoding combinational functions 

in each mode: m0, m1, … , mn, were denoted by fEN_m0(•),  fEN_m1(•), … , fEN_mn(•), 

and the decoding combinational functions of each syndrome generation function: S1, S3, 

S5, … , S2t-1 for the minimal polynomials: m1(x), m3(x), m5(x), …, m2t-1, were denoted 

by fDE_S1(•),  fDE_S3(•), fDE_S5(•), … ,  fDE_SN(•). The Endec circuit is operated 

cyclically by the selected combinational functions and the synchronous clock of 

encoding and decoding. 
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Figure 4-3. The architecture of multi-mode BCH ECC Endec circuit. 

 

 

The multi-mode operation of BCH corrector circuit was designed by adjusting 

number of syndromes and the degree of error locator polynomial in different mode. 
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Figure 4-4 shows the architecture of the multi-mode corrector circuit. The registers Q1, 

Q2, …, Qn in the register file were used to store the data during the calculation of error 

locator polynomial and the error location searching. There are three phases in the error 

correction process: (i) calculation of syndrome to error locator polynomial (S in Figure 

4-4.); (ii) search of error locations by Chien’s search (C in Figure 4-4.); (iii) errors 

found and store the error location pointers (F in Figure 4-4.). As doing the syndromes to 

error locator polynomial by Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, there is a Galois field MAC 

(Multiplier and ACcumulator) designed and used by the FSM (Finite State Machine). 

The coefficients for Chien’s search were initialized and updated in each clocking step 

by fCHIEN_ini(•) and fCHIEN_upd(•). The error locations pointers were found by evaluating 

the error locator polynomial, and were stored by latch the values of counter. 
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Figure 4-4. The architecture of multi-mode BCH ECC corrector circuit. 

 

 

4.3 The Architecture for Hybrid Multi-Channel Flash 

Memory 

From the discussion in Section 4.2, the BCH ECC Endec circuit is smaller than the 
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BCH ECC corrector circuit. The Endec was smaller in circuit size and no latency clock 

required for ECC parities calculation in flash memory writing and syndromes 

calculation in flash memory reading. In practical flash memory application, the bit error 

rate is relatively low, thus the corrector circuit is not operated often. To support the 

multi-channel flash memory operation, the multiple ECC circuits for each channel are 

necessary for parallel operation. In figure 4-5, multiple BCH ECC Endec circuits with a 

common BCH ECC corrector was proposed to support the multi-channel flash memory 

systems. In the encoding phase of flash memory writing, only the encoding function of 

the Endec circuit is active. While in the decoding phase of flash memory reading, the 

decoding function of the Endec circuit is active first, and the corrector circuit will be 

only activated if a non-zero of decoded syndromes detected. Thus, it lowers the circuit 

size and power consumption of the ECC circuit in the multi-channel flash memory data 

accessing. 

 

 

Figure 4-5. The separated Endec and corrector for multi-channel flash memory system. 
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4.4 The Circuit Implementation Results 

In this section, we show the circuit implementation results of the proposed 

multi-mode BCH ECC circuit architecture. We used VHDL (Very High-speed IC 

hardware Description Language) for the circuit design entry, and the VHDL codes of 

the circuit design were compiled by Altera Quartus II software platform (please refer to 

the web-site: http://www.altera.com), and the design was targeted to the Altera FPGA 

Stratix II device (EP2S30F672C4) for circuit size comparison. Table 4-IV shows the 

comparatively cost saving by the proposed multi-mode architecture. The higher of the 

bit error correction capability, the more significant ratio in cost reduction. For example, 

the cost saving ratio in 12-EC/8-EC/4-EC triple mode is 37.17%. As for supporting of a 

flash memory storage system with the four-channel and two-type ECC (12-EC and 

8-EC) flash memory, we made the comparison among the conventional BCH ECC 

algorithm, the inversion-less BCH ECC algorithm, and our proposed architecture in 

Table 4-V. The significant advantage in area of the proposed architecture was shown as 

in Table 4-V. As a consequence, when supporting the advanced MLC NAND Flash 

memory and hybrid multi-channel NAND Flash memory array, the proposed 

multi-mode BCH ECC circuit architecture lowers the controller chip size by sharing the 

common logics, and minimizes power consumption by cutting off the un-necessary 

operations in Error correction process. 

 

 

http://www.altera.com/
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Table 4-IV. The cost saving of 12-EC/8-EC/4-EC multi-mode ECC 

ECC Type Comb.1 Ratio Reg.2 Ratio ALUT3 Ratio 
8-EC + 4-EC 4322 1.00 1749 1.00 4538 1.00 

8-EC/4-EC Dual 3383 0.7827 1110 0.6346 4035 0.8892 
Cost Saving 939 21.73% 639 36.54% 503 11.08%

12-EC + 4-EC 5691 1.00 1957 1.00 6529 1.00 
12-EC/4-EC Dual 4758 0.8361 1588 0.8114 5710 0.8746 

Cost Saving 933 16.39% 369 18.86% 819 12.54%
12-EC + 8-EC 7103 1.00 2698 1.00 8157 1.00 

12-EC/8-EC Dual 4871 0.6858 1588 0.5886 5826 0.7142 
Cost Saving 2232 31.42% 1110 41.14% 2331 28.58%

12-EC + 8-EC + 4-EC 8558 1.00 3067 1.00 9612 1.00 
12-EC/8-EC/4-EC Trio 5055 0.5907 1588 0.5178 6039 0.6283 

Cost Saving 3503 40.93% 1479 48.22% 3573 37.17%

Note: 1. Comb.: stands for combinational functions. 
  2. Reg.: stands for registers. 

3. ALUT is the “Adaptive Look-Up Tables” of the Altera Stratix II FPGA. It is a kind 
of metrics for circuit size in the FPGA. 

 

Table 4-V. The comparison among different BCH ECC schemes for four-channel 
two-type ECC (12-EC and 8-EC) flash memory storage system. 

ECC Type Comb. Reg. ALUT EQ. G/C*

Conventional 12-EC + 8-EC [2-4, 62-64] 13,009 3,540 14,650 ~100K 
Inversion-less 12-EC + 8-EC [110] 19,480 6,352 23,304 ~150K 
Proposed dual-mode 12-EC/8-EC 8,578 2,125 9,785 ~65K 

Note *: EQ. G/C: stands for the approximately equivalent gates count. 
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4.5 Summary 

The hybrid multi-channel flash memory array was constructed to optimize the 

cost-performance of a flash memory based storage systems by supporting multiple types 

of NAND flash memory devices, which leverages the bit density, cost per MB, 

endurance cycles and programming speed of various NAND flash memory types. A 

proposed multi-mode BCH ECC circuit architecture was designed for the hybrid 

multi-channel flash memory array. The results of the circuit implementation show the 

advantage of smaller circuit size and lower power consumption. 
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Chapter 5  Performance Enhancement 

In this chapter, we present the schemes for the performance enhancement on the 

flash memory storage systems. In section 5.1, we give the briefly introduction on the 

background and related works. In section 5.2, we propose the multi-channel and 

multi-buffering schemes for the performance enhancement on the storage systems by 

multiple flash memory chips. In section 5.3, we propose the flash memory accessing 

parallelism by the configurations of flash memory chips. In section 5.4, we propose the 

high bandwidth buffer DMA to provide an enough bandwidth for any typical host 

interface application. In section 5.5, we present the flash block caching to improve the 

randomly or small size block data accessing. In section 5.6, a novel high efficiency 

TD-based (Transfer Descriptor) flash memory sequencer circuit was presented. In 

section 5.7, we summarize the schemes we discussed for the performance enhancement 

by hardware architecture. 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

As we discussed in Section 2.3, the basic characteristics of NAND flash memory 

confine the operation and data accessing speed on the NAND flash memory. It’s not as 

convenient as with the popular volatile memory (e.g., DRAM or SRAM), nor as with 
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magnetic storage devices. Thus, a flash memory controller was constructed to 

compensate the performance weakness of NAND flash memory. In this chapter, we 

presented some schemes to do the performance enhancement on the controller design 

for solid-state drives. 

The first point we need consider for the performance on flash memory controller 

would be how fast of the host-side interface will be. That is the maximum bandwidth of 

the host interface. The maximum bandwidth of the host interface defines the ideal 

maximum data transfer rate of the flash memory storage systems. For example, in the 

flash memory cards application, the performance issue is not so significant, since the 

host interface is comparative slow. However, as for the applications in the solid-state 

drive, the flash memory performance issue is quite important. The maximum bandwidth 

for SATA II standard is 300 MB/sec. To achieve such higher performance in a 

solid-state drive is not obviously, nor easily. Some techniques implemented on the flash 

memory controller for the performance enhancement of the solid-state drives will help 

the overall system performance to reach the maximum bandwidth of host interface, for 

example, 300 MB/sec in SATA II interface. 

There are two factors to measure the performance index on the data transportation: 

the throughput and the latency. For the sustained sequential large block data 

transportation, the throughput is more important than latency, since the latency time is 

just affect the ready to transfer time, and comparatively very minor portion in the whole 

data transportation. On the other hand, as for the case of randomly small block data 

transportation, the latency is more significant than the throughput. In the data transfer of 

a mass data storage device, the data transfer rate for the sequential data accessing 

(sequential read and sequential write) is like a data transportation of a continuously 

large block data, so the throughput is our major concern. On the other hand, the data 

transfer rate of randomly data accessing (random read and random write) is more likely 

with a data transportation of a small block data, so the latency becomes the major 
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consideration.  

 

 

5.2 Multi-Buffer and Multi-Channel Architecture 

The data transfer rate between the host and the flash memory storage device must 

be faster enough for some applications, For example, the applications of real-time video 

recording. Besides, in the application of data transportation from the host to the memory 

card, the sooner is the better. The faster data can be transferred, the more time could be 

saved. In general, the write speed of the NAND Flash memory is relatively slower than 

the host side bandwidth. In MMC 4.0 specification [http://www.mmca.org], the Host 

side bandwidth in Burst can be up to 52 Mbytes/sec. In SD 1.1 specification 

[http://www.sdcard.org], the Host side bandwidth in Burst can be up to 25 Mbytes/sec. 

These host defined interface speed is higher than the bandwidth in writing of the typical 

NAND flash memory. To increase the system bandwidth to meet the system 

performance requirement, the multi-channel of flash memory, and multi-buffering of the 

buffer in the controller was introduced.  

 

5.2.1 Data Transmitting Analysis of Multi-Buffer and Multi-Channel 

In Figure 5-1, some cases of the multi-channel and multi-buffering scheme were 

discussed. In the following discussions, some of the conditions were assumed: 

․ The flash-side bandwidth is lower than the host-side. That is tF > tH. 
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․ The overheads of the flash-side is higher than the host-side. That is t2 > t1. 

․ The flash side sequencer re-trigger time is lower than the algorithmic handling 

time. That is: t3 > t4 

Based on the assumptions of practical condition, the following 3 cases of the 

multi-channel and multi-buffering scheme were analyzed.  

The case 1 is the single flash channel and dual buffer architecture. Through the 

data transferring analysis, we can find the estimated data transfer rate is: 

TR1 = )/(512 4 FttBytes +    

 

The case 2 is the dual flash channel and dual buffer architecture. Through the data 

transferring analysis, we can find the estimated data transfer rate is: 

TR2 = )/(1024 21 FH ttttBytes +++    

 

The case 3 is the dual flash channel and quad buffer architecture. Through the data 

transferring analysis, we can find the estimated data transfer rate is: 

TR3 = 

))(2()(),/(1024
))(2()(),/(512
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In Figure 5-2, the simulation for different flash channel and buffer scheme was 

compared. In general, the more flash channels and more buffers will get the higher data 

transfer rate of the flash card. The simulation data was created by the following 

conditions: 

․ 

․  = 1 

․ 

․ 

․ The re-trigger of buffer to flash transfer, t4 = 0.8 µsec. 

and it very easy to get the formula as the 

analysis method we presented in this section. 

The host bus is the HS-MMC at 52 Mbytes /sec in burst. 

The overhead of host to buffer transfer, t1 µsec. 

The overhead of buffer to flash transfer, t2 = 3 µsec. 

The overhead of buffer to flash handling, t3 = 2.5 µsec. 

By calculating the estimated data transfer rate in different case versus the ratio of 

the host bandwidth to the flash bandwidth. The simulation results were shown in Figure 

5-2. Although the calculation on the multi-buffer, multi-channel configuration is only 

for 4 cases, the other cases are quite similar, 
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Case 1: Single Channel, Dual Buffer

A-Buffer

B-Buffer

Host => A-BUF

Host => B-BUF

tH

A-BUF => Flash

B-BUF => Flash

Host => A-BUF A-BUF => Flash

tF

t1

t2 t1

t4t3

t3 t4

t1

Host => B-BUF

tFtH

tH

tH

tF

Transfer rate = 512B*2/(2(t4 +tF)), assume tF+t4 > tH+t3

Case 2: Dual Channel, Dual Buffer

A-Buffer

B-Buffer

Host => A-BUF

Host => B-BUF

tH

A-BUF => A-Flash

B-BUF => B-Flash

Host => A-BUF A-BUF => Flash

tF

t1

t2 t1 t2

t1

Host => B-BUF

tFtH

tH

tH

tF

t2 t2

Transfer rate = (512B*2) / (t1+tH+t2+tF), assume tF > tH , t2 > t1

Case 3: Dual Channel, Quad Buffer

A-Buffer

B-Buffer

Host => A-BUF

Host => B-BUF

tH

A-BUF => A-Flash

B-BUF => B-Flash

Host => A-BUF

tF

t1

t2 t1 t2

t1

Host => B-BUF

tFtH

tH

tHt2

Transfer rate = (512B) / (t1+tH), if (tF + t2) =< 2(tH + t1 + t2)

C-Buffer Host => C-BUF C-BUF => A-Flash

tFtH t2

D-Buffer Host => D-BUF D-BUF => B-Flash

t1 tH t2

t1

t1 = The overhead of set Host to Buffer Transfer
t2 = The overhead of set Buffer to Flash Transfer
tH = The time of Host send 512 Bytes data to Buffer (Host bus BandWidth)
tF = The time of Flash write 512 Bytes data from Buffer (Flash Write  BandWidth)
t3 = The overhead of set Buffer to Flash Transfer
t4 = The trigger overhaed of set Buffer to Flash Transfer

Where,

Transfer rate = (512B*4) / (2(tF + t4)), if (tF + t2) > 2(tH + t1 + t2)

Figure 5-1. The flash channel and buffer scheme analysis. 
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Figure 5-2. The simulation of different flash channel, buffering schemes. 

 

 

5.2.2 A Quad-Buffer and Dual-Channel Architecture for SD/MMC 

Card 

According to the above analysis on section 5.2.1, the architecture of dual-channel 
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and quad-buffering is suitable for higher performance SD and MMC flash memory 

cards. The architecture was shown as in Figure 5-3. Two flash sequencer circuits for the 

flash A-Port and flash B-Port. The quad-buffer was composed by 4 SRAMs with the 

size of 512Bytes. A buffer manager was designed here to handle the buffer memory 

switch and control. 

 

 

Figure 5-3. The dual-channel quad-buffering architecture 
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5.3 Parallelism of Flash Memory Data Accessing 

The multi-buffer and multi-channel architecture might be very suitable for the flash 

controller with on-chip RAM. In the small form-factor flash memory card case, the size 

of the flash memory card is too small to have external bigger RAM buffer, for example 

DRAM. But in the application case for solid-state drive, the capacity is high and the 

data transfer rate performance requirement is also high. Thus, a large size of DRAM 

memory buffer is very useful for the performance enhancement with the flash 

parallelism, the read cache, and the write cache. 

 

5.3.1 Data Transportation Analysis on Flash Memory Interleave 

As our introduction of the flash memory interleave parallelism in Section 2.10, the 

flash memory interleave in a flash memory channel is similar to the pipeline 

architecture with 2 stages: the page data in and the page program, as shown in Figure 

5-4. The popular naming for such data flow is called as “2-way interleave” in field of 

flash memory storage systems. In the interleave data flow of a flash memory channel, 

each flash memory has independent Read/Busy# signals, thus the long time 

programming or erasing can be being done as the data input is sent to another flash 

memory device. In Figure 5-4, there are 2 flash memory devices: Flash-A and Flash-B 

in the flash memory channel. For the data transportation analysis on flash memory 

interleave, we have the following assumptions: 

a) A dual-port buffer is used for the data transportation between host-side 

and flash-side; the host-side interface has infinite bandwidth. (That means 

the bandwidth of host-side always larger than the bandwidth of 
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flash-side). 

b) The flash page program time (tF_PP) is larger or equal than the flash data 

input time (tF_DI). 

c) The overheads of issuing flash commands and address cycles are 

negligible. 

According to the timing chart analysis, the data transfer rate (DR) of the 2-way 

interleave can be estimated by: 

DR = 2*(Bytes of the Block) / (tF_DI + tF_PP); 

In Figure 5-4 (b), it shows the ideal case if the tF_DI is equal to tF_PP. It can gain a 

double speed compare to non-interleave case. 

A rule of thumb to have the maximum gain in performance is: 

a) Calculate the floor function of (tF_PP/tF_DI), and find the integer number, 

k = floor(tF_PP/tF_DI); 

b) The (k+1)-way interleave will get the maximum data transfer rate as: 

DR = (k+1)*(Bytes of the Block) / (tF_DI + tF_PP); 
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(a) A typical illustration of 2-way interleave. 

 

(b) An Ideal Case of Interleave Meets the Max. Bandwidth of Host Interface. 

Figure 5-4. Illustration of 2-way interleave data flow. 
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5.3.2 Data Transportation Analysis on Flash Memory Multi-Channel 

Comparing to the flash memory interleave sharing the data bus, the multi-channel 

configuration can send the data input and page program to each channel simultaneously. 

The analysis on flash memory multi-channel is relative simple. The multi-channel data 

transfer rate (DR) is just the DR of single channel times the number of channels, as 

shown in Figure 5-5. Assume a m-channel flash memory systems, the data transfer rate 

(DR) is: 

DR = m*(Bytes of the Block) / (tF_DI + tF_PP); 

 

 

Figure 5-5. Illustration of multi-channel data flow. 
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Although the data transfer rate of the 2-way interleave and 2-channel is almost the 

same, we need to point out the 2-channel configuration will have the following 2 

advantages: 

1) The latency (data transfer start to the first block data recorded) is only 

half as comparing to the 2-way interleave. 

2) The overhead is also the half as comparing to the 2-way interleave, even 

though we assume it’s negligible on the above analysis. 

 
 

5.3.3 Data Transportation Analysis on Flash Memory Multi-Channel 

and Interleave 

As combining the flash memory interleave and multi-channel, the data transfer rate 

(DR) can be estimated by combining the analysis on section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.  

DR = m*(k+1)*(Bytes of the Block) / (tF_DI + tF_PP); 

The illustrative data flow of the configuration is as shown in Figure 5-6. The data 

flow of a dual-channel with 2-way interleave configuration was shown in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6. Illustration of multi-channel and interleave data flow. 

 

 

5.4 High Bandwidth Buffer DMA 

Architecture of high-bandwidth Buffer DMA was presented in the section. In 

Figure 5-7, a single block RAM but with high bandwidth Buffer was controlled by a 

DMA controller (also called as the buffer manager). The accessing timing window of 

the buffer RAM was controlled by a FSM (Finite State Machine), thus, the bandwidth 

budge was shared by the multiple sources. The proposed specification is as: 

1) The host-side has the guaranteed bandwidth budget of half of the 
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maximum bandwidth. The other half of the bandwidth was shared by 

ECC corrector, MCU, and flash channels. 

2) The priority order of the half bandwidth sharing is as: 

ECC corrector => MCU => flash memory channels. 

The state diagram of the finite state machine is as shown in Figure 5-8. A typical 

timing window example of the buffer RAM accessing is as shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

 

Figure 5-7. The block diagram of timing widowing multi-port buffer RAM. 
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Figure 5-8. The state transition diagram of the finite state machine. 

 

 

F H

CLK

BWIN_FH

BWIN_FLH[1:0]

Note: 
  1. BWIN_FH: Flash-side (0) Accessing or  Host-side (1) Accessing.
  2. The Buffer Output Valid after Ta (Access Delay of RAM) after the Accessed.
  3. BWIN_FLH: Buffer Window for Flash-side Accessing.
      a) 0: Flash A-Port.
      b) 1: Flash B-Port.
      c) 2: Flash C-Port.
      d) 3: Flash D-Port.
      e) 4: Flash E-Port.
      f)  5: Flash F-Port.
      g) 6: Flash G-Port.
      h) 7: Flash H-Port.
      i)  8: ECC Read.
      j)  9: ECC Write. (Do the in-buffer Error Correction)
  4. ECC Correction, and MCU accessing is intervened in priorioty.

F H F H F H F H F H F H F H F H F H

0: FA-Port 1: FB-Port 2: FC-Port 3: FD-Port 4: FE-Port 5: FF-Port 6: FG-Port 7: FH-Port 0: FA-Port 1: FB-Port

 

Figure 5-9. A typical timing window of Buffer RAM Accessing. 
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5.5 Flash Block Caching 

The Flash Block Caching (FBC) is using some reserved flash blocks to cache the 

data as the data block size is much less than the flash memory block size in the write 

sequence from host-side to flash side. For example, in the case of the DOS file system is 

updating the FAT or directory; the data block size is relative small, and it is updated by 

constant repetitions. And such operations are quite often as copying or updating files to 

the storage device. As shown in Figure 5-10, the most frequently accessed page data is 

cached in a specified cache block. The write data time can be saved just as the page 

program time, instead of (page program time) + (data copy time) + (block erase time). 

The flow sequence of 1 page data write without flash block caching is: 

1) Find a spare block (clean block), and program the data into the page. 

2) Copy the effective data to the spare block. 

3) Update the L2P table, and the spare block become a used block. 

4) Erase the dirty block, and let it become a new spare block. 

 

The flow sequence of 1 page data write with flash block caching is: 

1) Program the data into the new page of cache block. 
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2) Update the L2P table. 

 

The effectiveness of the flash block caching algorithm was examined by a data 

storage device performance benchmarking tool in the PC platform, called HD Bench 

(web-site, http://www.hdbench.net/). In the copy files operation of DOS FAT file 

systems, the write data time to update the FAT and directory can be saved by the flash 

block caching algorithm. In our experiments, we observed if the data block size is less 

than or equal to 8 sectors (1 sector = 512 bytes), the updating frequency of block data is 

comparatively often. Thus, we treat the data block size less or equal than 8 sectors as the 

frequent accessed data. And the frequent accessed data will be handling by the flash 

block caching algorithm. The performance test results was shown as in Table 5-I. In 

Table 5-I, the significant write performance enhancement by 1.434 and 1.376 was 

verified of FBC enabled as comparing the FBC was not enabled in the Microsoft 

Windows XP environment of FAT16 and FAT32 file format respectively. 

 

 

 

http://www.hdbench.net/
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L2P Table

(1)

(2)(3)

Used Block Cache Block

 

Figure 5-10. Illustration of flash block caching. 

 

 
 

Table 5-I. The performance enhancement by flash block caching 

Sequential Write Performance1

File System Type 
Without FBC2 With FBC 

Performance Gain

Windows XP FAT16 13.24 MB/s 18.98 MB/s 1.434 
Windows XP FAT32 11.20 MB/s 15.41 MB/s 1.376 

Note:  
1. The sequential write performance was measured by the HDBench 

Version:3.4 (http://www.hdbench.net/) Benchmarking Tool for data storage 
devices in PC platform. 

2. With FBC means the flash block caching was enabled; without FBC means 
the flash block caching was disabled. 

 
 

 

http://www.hdbench.net/
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5.6 Transfer Descriptor (TD) -based Flash Sequencer 

A Transfer Descriptor (TD) is a data structure which contains the data transfer 

information for a transaction. The total transfer of a transaction is executed by executing 

of a series of TD. In Figure 5-11, a TD-based flash Sequencer was presented. Series of 

TDs were stored in the TD Buffer, which were pre-coded by the MCU. After the TD 

execution command (Run TD) was issued from MCU, the TD processor loads the TDs 

from the TD buffer, and then executed and reported the execution status. The TD 

processor controls the flash access controller, which is designed to issues the controller 

signals and transferring the data between the flash memory and the DMA for the buffer 

RAM. 

 

 

Figure 5-11. The functional block diagram of the TD-based flash sequencer. 
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There are 3 stages of the TD processor designed: load LD, TD execution, and 

status report. A 3-stage pipeline structure was adopted in the TD processor design, 

shown as in Figure 5-12. 

 

 

Figure 5-12. The 3-stage pipeline structure of the TD processor. 

 

 

A typical data structure of TD is shown in Figure 5-13. The TD occupied 4 double 

words (DW; the Double Word is a 32-bit word). It contains the information of the TD 

linkage in the firs DW. The second and third DW contains the information for flash 

memory accessing. The 4th DW contains the buffer DMA information. 

A typical linkage of queue of TD execution is shown as in Figure 5-14. The 

execution of the TD structure contains 3 linked TD queues. The first Queue has 5 TDs, 

the second 6 TDs, and the third 4 TDs. 
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Figure 5-13. The data structure of the TD for flash memory accessing. 
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Figure 5-14. A typical linkage of TD queue in TD execution. 
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5.7 Summary 

The goal of the performance enhancement of the controller for the flash memory 

system is to maintain a fast enough speed to meet the maximum bandwidth of host 

interface. Thus, the bandwidth of the buffer RAM need be wide enough. The bandwidth 

of the buffer RAM can be improved by the faster accessing speed or wider bus width. A 

multi-port accessing of buffer RAM can be implemented by spatial (multi-buffering) or 

timing (timing window control by FSM). An efficient flash block caching algorithm is 

presented to resolve the bottleneck as the small block data accessing is required. A 

TD-based flash sequencer provides high efficiency operation on the multi-channel with 

flash memory chips interleave support for the flash memory array. Through this 

combinations of the circuit architecture and system firmware operating, the data 

transmission between the host and the flash memory can be maintained as the highest 

bandwidth of the host interface can provide. 
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Chapter 6  CPRM Implementation 

A hardware accelerator-based CPRM circuit was presented in this chapter. In 

section 6.1, we give the brief introduction on the related works. In section 6.2, In 

section 6.2, we briefly describe the operations of the SD-CPRM. In section 6.3, we 

presented our circuit architecture. In section 6.4, we discuss the verification and 

validation of the SD-CPRM circuit. Finally, we have the summary in Section 6.5. 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

CPRM (Content Protection for Recordable Media) is a very important class of the 

data cryptography, which are used as the digital data content protection for the data 

transferring among the versatile information appliance devices. In the data cryptography, 

there are publications presented for discussing the data encryption and decryption, and 

public key cryptography algorithm design [4, 25, 36, 91-93, 108]. For example the 

popular cryptography mechanism as: DES (Data Encryption Standard) algorithm, RSA 

(stands for the names of the 3 inventors: Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman) algorithm, and 

ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) algorithm are developed to increase the difficulties 

to crack the encrypted data and decrease the probability of the secure data been 

destroyed. In the history of the developing of cryptography, the public-key cryptography 
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might be the most important discovery. Moreover, we can say it might be the only 

revolution from the long years used “classic” cryptography into the “modern” 

cryptography. From the classic cryptography development point of view, almost all of 

the cryptosystems are using the fundamental data scrambling, symbol replacement, and 

data harsh function. There was a famous data encryption code developed in IBM 

laboratory, called Lucifer algorithm, it became a USA national standard of data 

encryption codes, called as DES. Besides the algorithm development of cryptosystems, 

there are some hardware circuit implementation have been presented [94-96]. The 

high-speed VLSI circuit architecture has been discussed to satisfy the increasing of 

computation due to more secure functions required for data portability. To increase the 

generality and flexibility of the hardware based VLSI processor for cryptography, there 

are scalable design architecture presented [97-99]. The scalability of the VLSI 

cryptography process provides the programmability of the circuit as using by a 

micro-processor, or micro-controller. 

The CPRM was developed for the digital content protection mechanism between 

the storage media and the playing devices as well as recording devices [26-27]. The 

content protection for digital data in a storage media or storage device can be briefly 

divided into 2 parts: the cryptography for data encryption and decryption, and the key 

authentication mechanism and management. The CPRM is managed by a organization 

called 4C entity, LLC (http://www.4centity.com/). The 4C stands for 4 companies. 

Those are: IBM, Intel, MEI (Matsushita Electronics Inc.) and Toshiba. The CPRM uses 

the C2 (Cryptomeria Cipher) Block cipher as the cryptographer for data encryption and 

decryption [28]; uses RSA algorithm for AKE (Authentication Key Exchange) and key 

management [26]. Through the AKE process, the device and the media can get the same 

session key. The data storage and transportation between the device and the media in 

this AKE session can be encrypted and decrypted by the C2 block cipher via this session 

key. 

 

http://www.4centity.com/
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Originally, CPRM was developed as a content protection mechanism for DVD 

(Digital Versatile Disc). After the successful of CPRM for DVD, a small form-factor 

flash memory card, SD (Secure Digital) card, adopted it as the standard for the digital 

content protection on the flash memory card. That standard is called SD-CPRM which 

is defined in the SD card security specification [24]. The CPRM standard now is 

becoming the most popular content protection mechanism in flash memory cards. It is a 

mandatory function support in the SD card. It is important to discuss the 

implementation of CPRM in a flash memory controller because of not only its 

popularity, but also the similar implementation methodology of other advanced security 

algorithms in a flash memory controller. For example, the advanced data security or 

content protection can be implemented by the ECC (Elliptic Curve Coding) as the 

public key exchange and management algorithm, and the AES (Advanced Encryption 

Standard) for the advanced data encryption and decryption engine. 

 

 

6.2 SD-CPRM Operation Brief 

The C2 block cipher is adopted for the data encryption and decryption engine in 

SD-CPRM. The C2 block cipher is a Feistel network-based block cipher designed. 

Table 6-I shows the C2 cipher basic characteristics. 
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Table 6-I. Basic characteristics of C2 block cipher.

Input Block Size 64 bits 

Output Block Size 64 bits 

Input Key Size 56 bits 

Number of Rounds 10 

 

 

There are functions defined in the C2 block cipher specification [28], and we 

implemented these functions into hardware circuit. 

․ C2_E: Encryption in Electronic Codebook (ECB) Mode, as defined in ISO 

8372 or ISO/IEC 10116.  

y = C2_E(k, d); 

where k is a 56-bit key, d is 64-bit data value to be encrypted, and C2_E 

returns the 64-bit result y. 

Decryption using the C2 cipher in ECB mode is represented by the 

function 

․ C2_D: Decryption in ECB Mode. 

y = C2_D(k, d); 
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where k is a 56-bit key, d is 64-bit data value to be decrypted, and C2_E 

returns the 64-bit result y. 

․ C2_ECBC: Encryption in Converted Cipher Block Chaining (C-CBC) Mode. 

The Cipher Block Chaining mode is chaining the encryption / decryption 

frames by propagating the result of the frame to the initialization of the 

encryption / decryption of the frame. It can provide a stronger protection of 

encrypted data. 

C2_ECBC(k, d) 

where k is a 56-bit key, d is a frame of data to be encrypted, and 

C2_ECBC returns the encrypted frame. 

․ C2_DCBC: Decryption in C-CBC Mode. 

C2_DCBC(k, d) 

where k is a 56-bit key, d is a frame of data to be encrypted, and 

C2_ECBC returns the encrypted frame. 

․ C2_G: CPPM uses a cryptographic one-way function based on the C2 

encryption algorithm. This function is called the C2 One-way Function, and is 

represented by.  

y = C2_G(d1,d2) = C2_E(d1, d2) + d2; 

where d1 is a 56-bit key, d2 is 64-bit data value to be encrypted, and 

C2_G returns the 64-bit result y. 
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The functional block diagram of the SD-CPRM mechanism was shown as in 

Figure 6-1. There are 4 major processes in the SD-CPRM content protection 

mechanism: 

․ The Process MKB (Media Key Block): The content recoding device and the 

playback device get the Media Key (Km) by processing the MKB read with 

the Device Keys (Kd1~Kd16) from the SD memory card. Then, the Media Unit 

Key (Kmu) can be obtained by doing the C2_G function of the Media ID (MID) 

and Media Key. 

․ AKE Process: the AKE process must be done in every secure transfer session. 

The session key is obtained after the successful AKE verification. The AKE 

process between the recording / playback device and the SD memory card is 

processed by Challenge 1 => Challenge 2 => Response 2 => Response 1. The 

functional blocks of the AKE process was shown as in Figure 6-2. 

․ Secure data transportation for encrypted Title Key (Kt) and CCI (Copy 

Control Information): The Title Keys are used for the key in encryption and 

decryption of the content data. The CCI is used for Copy Control Information 

for the management of copyright. Two layers of encryption is designed for the 

data transportation between the recording / playback device and the SD 

memory card. 

․ Encrypted content transportation: The encrypted content data is stored in the 

user data area of SD memory card. The recording device encrypted the 

content data by C2_ECBC function at the device side, while the playback 

device decrypted the encrypted content data at the device side. The data 

transportation for SD memory card is same as the normal user data, since 

there is no security cipher needed for the encrypted content. 
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As shown in Figure 6-1 and 6-2, the basic hardware circuits for SD-CPRM are: 

C2_E, C2_D, C2_G, C2_ECBC, C2_DCBC. To cope with the control flow of CPRM, 

the SD card security specification defined the commands and states [24]. Through these 

hardware accelerators for C2 block cipher, The firmware can then handle the SD-CPRM 

protocols defined in the SD card security specification in easier programming and 

shorter code length. 

 

Source: CPRM Specification [26].

Figure 6-1. The functional block diagram of SD-CPRM mechanism. 
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Source: CPRM Specification [26].

Figure 6-2. The functional block diagram of AKE process. 
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6.3 Architecture 

The hardware accelerator-based module for implementation of SD-CPRM in the 

flash controller for SD memory card is shown as in Figure 6-3. The functional block 

marked as “SD-CPRM” is the sub-module circuit for the hardware accelerators in 

SD-CPRM operation. The micro-controller unit (MCU) controls the SD-CPRM module 

circuit, during the AKE process, secure reading, and secure writing. Through receiving 

the instructions from the MCU, the SD-CPRM sub-module will activate the 

corresponding actions to fulfill the C2 block cipher operations of the data encryption or 

decryption for the data in buffer RAM, as shown in Figure 6-4. In non-secure data 

transportation between the SD card Interface controller and the flash memory, the 

SD-CPRM sub-module will be completely shut off. Thus, it does not affect the normal 

data reading and writing of the SD card, both in performance and power consumption. 
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Figure 6-3. Functional block diagram of the CPRM hardware accelerator. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-4. The operations between SD-CPRM, buffer, and MCU. 
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The functional block diagram of the SD-CPRM hardware accelerators sub-module 

circuit is shown as in Figure 6-5. In Figure 6-5(a), it shows the top entity and the 

interface signals of the SD-CPRM sub-module circuit. The interface of the SD-CPRM 

sub-module can be categorized with 2: the MCU related signals for control command 

receiving and statuses report; the buffer RAM related signals for sub-keys calculation 

and data encryption / decryption. The secret constant and the seed for random number 

generation were initialized from loading the data stored in the flash memory. The secret 

constant is never updated when the SD-Card been manufactured and shipped. While the 

seed stored in the flash memory for random number generation will be updated for 

every round of random number generation. The continuous seed update guarantees the 

truly pseudo random number generation. 

The core function in the SD-CPRM sub-module is the Feistel based network, 

which is doing the main operation in calculating the C2 block cipher functions. The key 

chaining block is a cooperated circuit to do the CBC mode encryption and decryption. 

The Subkey generation block is designed to generate the sub-keys. The RCC 

(Redundant Check Code) Gen & Verify is used while the updating MKB process, which 

is used for the CPRM renewable support as defined in the SD card security 

specification. 
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(a) The top entity of SD-CPRM sub-module. 

 

(b) The functional blocks in the SD-CPRM sub-module circuit. 

Figure 6-5. The functional block diagram of the SD-CPRM sub-module circuit. 
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6.4 Verification and Validation 

The verification of the designed hardware accelerator modules for C2 block cipher 

calculation can be verified by a golden test pattern, which can be attained from 4C 

Entity, LLC. In addition, the consistence between C2_E and C2D was verified by the 

test pattern for ECB mode verification, shown as in Figure 6-6. The consistence 

between C2_ECBC and C2_DCBC was verified by the test pattern for CBC mode 

verification, shown as in Figure 6-7.  

The validation of the designed SD-CPRM function was done by through the 

several recording devices and playback devices, as shown in Figure 6-8. The on market 

Panasonic and Toshiba SD card readers and MP3 players were used for the validation 

test. 
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**** Test Data for ECB_E / ECB_D **** 

k : Encryption Key (56 bits) 

P : Plaintext (64 bits) 

C : Ciphertext (64 bits) 

sk[0],…,sk[9]: Sub Key 

 

k =   5e916a ef341fa3 

P = 89067f2b e2a60d6f  (Plaintext);C = 8fe65fe4 f7ba8005  (Ciphertext ) 

sk[0] = ef342cb3, sk[1] = 3f46c172, sk[2] = 7a45b43c, sk[3] = 5779a10d, sk[4] = 41fa3c69

sk[5] = 6bd2340d, sk[6] = 5abbd767, sk[7] = 9a0fd55f, sk[8] = a35e94fa, sk[9] = 22d5eb08

 

sbox[256] = { 

0xB6,0xAA,0xEB,0xB3,0x35,0x5D,0xEE,0xB1,0x72,0x33,0x05,0x13,0x6D,0xC7,0x6C,0x27, 

0x25,0x54,0xE9,0x4C,0xDE,0xC3,0x21,0x39,0xA9,0xAB,0xD6,0xDF,0xE8,0x71,0x94,0xAE, 

0x16,0x44,0x76,0xCD,0xB7,0x78,0x20,0xF0,0xC1,0x9F,0xCF,0xAF,0x0F,0xCB,0x59,0x83, 

0x3A,0x5E,0xB8,0xB5,0xF3,0x47,0x80,0xC2,0xF6,0x14,0xE6,0x69,0xFC,0x17,0xE0,0xE5, 

0x79,0xF9,0x12,0xBF,0x3C,0xB4,0x66,0xAD,0xF7,0x65,0x95,0xF4,0x4E,0x02,0xA0,0x07, 

0x4D,0x2F,0x0D,0x7E,0xE4,0xEF,0xA1,0x8C,0x6E,0xD2,0xFD,0x19,0x1C,0x82,0x42,0xBB, 

0x9A,0x43,0xC6,0xE2,0x1F,0xF2,0x75,0x1A,0x63,0x45,0xD1,0x30,0x81,0x7F,0x8E,0x62,  

0x3B,0xA4,0xFB,0x1E,0x5F,0xBC,0xB0,0x40,0x8B,0x74,0x38,0x8A,0xC4,0x73,0x9C,0x09,  

0xD4,0xED,0xD3,0x5A,0x60,0x48,0xC5,0x9E,0x01,0xCC,0x34,0x1B,0x58,0x36,0x23,0x88,  

0x7A,0x90,0x9B,0x8F,0xBD,0x3F,0xB9,0x57,0xA2,0x3E,0x04,0xB2,0x49,0x37,0x5C,0x7D,  

0x61,0x4A,0xA6,0x67,0xEC,0x7C,0x0E,0x96,0xDD,0xE3,0x2C,0x56,0x08,0x0C,0x8D,0x2B,  

0x6A,0xFE,0xEA,0xA3,0xCA,0x3D,0x91,0xE7,0xC9,0xAC,0x03,0xD5,0x89,0x86,0xDC,0x10, 

0x55,0x77,0xC8,0xD7,0x97,0x24,0x46,0x9D,0x0A,0x1D,0x22,0xD9,0xFF,0x5B,0x52,0xD8,  

0x00,0xFA,0x53,0x26,0x29,0x2E,0x2A,0x11,0xC0,0x6F,0x4F,0x7B,0x28,0x99,0x41,0x92,  

0xDB,0xF8,0x50,0xA8,0x51,0xA5,0x4B,0x93,0x87,0xDA,0x06,0x85,0x2D,0xBA,0x0B,0x98,  

0x70,0x6B,0xBE,0xF1,0x18,0xD0,0x31,0x68,0x15,0x84,0x64,0xE1,0xCE,0xA7,0xF5,0x32 }; 

Figure 6-6. The test pattern for ECB circuit verifications. 
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    **** Test Data for C2_CBC(Encryption) / C2_CBC(Decryption) **** 

k : Encryption Key (56 bits) 

P : Plaintext (24 bytes) 

     P0 is the first block to be encrypted, 

     the second is P1, and P2 is the last. 

C : Cipher text (24 bytes) 

 

k  =   7cb3c4 db094713 

P0 = a24632d8  24320844  -->  C0 =  50fc09d1  691c5102 

P1 = 7d8111df  8ce24172  -->  C1 =  541d322f  68e7fd79 

P2 = 76be42d7  0db14418  -->  C2 =  91a80c3d  9d9f310d 

sbox[256] = { 

0xB6,0xAA,0xEB,0xB3,0x35,0x5D,0xEE,0xB1,0x72,0x33,0x05,0x13,0x6D,0xC7,0x6C,0x27, 

0x25,0x54,0xE9,0x4C,0xDE,0xC3,0x21,0x39,0xA9,0xAB,0xD6,0xDF,0xE8,0x71,0x94,0xAE, 

0x16,0x44,0x76,0xCD,0xB7,0x78,0x20,0xF0,0xC1,0x9F,0xCF,0xAF,0x0F,0xCB,0x59,0x83, 

0x3A,0x5E,0xB8,0xB5,0xF3,0x47,0x80,0xC2,0xF6,0x14,0xE6,0x69,0xFC,0x17,0xE0,0xE5, 

0x79,0xF9,0x12,0xBF,0x3C,0xB4,0x66,0xAD,0xF7,0x65,0x95,0xF4,0x4E,0x02,0xA0,0x07, 

0x4D,0x2F,0x0D,0x7E,0xE4,0xEF,0xA1,0x8C,0x6E,0xD2,0xFD,0x19,0x1C,0x82,0x42,0xBB, 

0x9A,0x43,0xC6,0xE2,0x1F,0xF2,0x75,0x1A,0x63,0x45,0xD1,0x30,0x81,0x7F,0x8E,0x62,  

0x3B,0xA4,0xFB,0x1E,0x5F,0xBC,0xB0,0x40,0x8B,0x74,0x38,0x8A,0xC4,0x73,0x9C,0x09,  

0xD4,0xED,0xD3,0x5A,0x60,0x48,0xC5,0x9E,0x01,0xCC,0x34,0x1B,0x58,0x36,0x23,0x88,  

0x7A,0x90,0x9B,0x8F,0xBD,0x3F,0xB9,0x57,0xA2,0x3E,0x04,0xB2,0x49,0x37,0x5C,0x7D,  

0x61,0x4A,0xA6,0x67,0xEC,0x7C,0x0E,0x96,0xDD,0xE3,0x2C,0x56,0x08,0x0C,0x8D,0x2B,  

0x6A,0xFE,0xEA,0xA3,0xCA,0x3D,0x91,0xE7,0xC9,0xAC,0x03,0xD5,0x89,0x86,0xDC,0x10, 

0x55,0x77,0xC8,0xD7,0x97,0x24,0x46,0x9D,0x0A,0x1D,0x22,0xD9,0xFF,0x5B,0x52,0xD8,  

0x00,0xFA,0x53,0x26,0x29,0x2E,0x2A,0x11,0xC0,0x6F,0x4F,0x7B,0x28,0x99,0x41,0x92,  

0xDB,0xF8,0x50,0xA8,0x51,0xA5,0x4B,0x93,0x87,0xDA,0x06,0x85,0x2D,0xBA,0x0B,0x98,  

0x70,0x6B,0xBE,0xF1,0x18,0xD0,0x31,0x68,0x15,0x84,0x64,0xE1,0xCE,0xA7,0xF5,0x32 }; 

Figure 6-7. The test pattern for CBC circuit verifications. 
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Figure 6-8. The illustration of SD-CPRM function validation. 

 

 

 

6.5 Summary 

A SD-CPRM function with hardware accelerators was implemented, verified, and 

validated. The circuit size is around 8K gate count through UMC 0.18um via Faraday 

Technology (http://www.faraday-tech.com) cell library, which is relative very small in 

the SD memory card controller. But it saved lots of tedious firmware programming job 

to support the C2 block cipher functions in the SD Card. Moreover, it increased the 

performance of the security reading and writing of SD Card. The micro-graph of a SD 

 

http://www.faraday-tech.com/
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memory card controller chip by using the presented hardware accelerator based 

architecture for the SD-CPRM function is shown as in Figure 6-9. The performance of 

the implemented circuit was shown as in Table 6-II. 

 

 

Figure 6-9. The micro-graph of a SD memory card controller chip by using the 
presented hardware accelerator based architecture for the SD-CPRM function. 

 

 

Table 6-II. Performance of the hardware accelerator-based CPRM circuit. 

Process Technology UMC 0.18um 

Gate Counts ~8K 

Operating frequency 60 MHz 

 

 

The concept of hardware accelerators for supporting the security function in the 

SD-Card can be extended to the development of the specific cryptograph processor 

which can be configured, and supports the programmability by firmware or software. 
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The specific cryptograph processor can not only be used in the major standard 

encryption method, like AES, DES, 3DES (Triple DES), etc., but also to be configurable 

for proprietary data security schemes. The proprietary data encryption / decryption 

schemes might not be convenient for data transportation, but it is probably more secure 

for data protection. 
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Chapter 7  Multi-Type Solid-State 
Memory Supporting 

In this chapter, the multiple types of the solid-state memory characteristics were 

discussed, and controller architecture for supporting the multiple types of the solid-state 

memory was presented. In section 7.1, a brief introduction on the background and 

related works were given. In section 7.2, we present the handling methods for the hybrid 

non-volatile solid-state memory array. In section 7.3, we propose the novel firmware 

code banking and ISP (In-System Programmability) for universal flash memory 

supporting, and on-line maintenance and upgrade was discussed. In section 7.4, we 

proposed a control circuit architecture for the hybrid solid-state drives. Finally, section 

7.5 is the summary. 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

There are several kinds of solid-state memory used in the computer, 

communication, industrial, car electronics, and consumer electronics besides the NAND 

flash memory. They can be divided as the volatile memory and non-volatile memory. 

The volatile memory are using for data storage as the device is powered, while the 

non-volatile memory can keep the data even if the power is off. The major volatile 
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memory types are the DRAM and SRAM. Besides the NAND flash memory as the 

storage media for the mass data storage devices, there are kinds of non-volatile 

solid-state memory device which has different characteristics of the memory cell. Such 

as FeRAM (Ferroelectric RAM, or called FRAM), which can offers a number of 

advantages, notably lower power usage, faster write speed and a much greater 

maximum number (exceeding 1016 for 3.3 V devices) of write-erase cycles [100], 

MRAM (Magneto-resistive Random Access Memory) which are using the magnetic 

element for storing bits, thus can have the almost un-limited endurance cycles and write 

the data without do the erase in advance [101], and PC-RAM (Phase-Change RAM, or 

called PRAM) with its fast performance and high endurance for write cycles and data 

retention life span [102]. The different characteristics among these non-volatile 

solid-state memory devices can be combined together and formed a hybrid solid-state 

storage system, which can provide an optimization of cost, performance, and reliability 

in the system level point of view. 

In this chapter, we discussed the advanced features for solid-state drive, which can 

be made by multiple types of non-volatile solid-state memory devices. The solid-state 

drive composed of multiple types of non-volatile solid-state memory devices can be 

called as a hybrid solid-state drive, since the memory type might be NAND flash (both 

SLC, MLC), FeRAM, MRAM, PRAM, etc. To support the multiple types of 

non-volatile solid-state memory, the controller needs some added functional features, 

besides the functional units supporting for NAND flash memory. 
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7.2 Handling of Hybrid Non-Volatile Memory Array 

In this section, we discussed how to handling the multi-type solid-state memory in 

the controller. In Table 7-I, the features comparison of NAND-SLC, NAND-MLC, 

FeRAM, MRAM, and PRAM were listed. The NAND flash memory has the lowest cost 

and largest capacity advantage, but it has some weaknesses, such as: slow speed in data 

writing, limited endurance cycles, and limited data retention period for reliability. The 

FeRAM, or MRAM, is more expensive and lower density, but the excellent write 

performance and much higher endurance cycles may help the NAND flash memory on 

the small block data write caching, and it can be as the storage area for the host frequent 

accessed data (e.g., the FAT and directory of DOS file system). 

 

Table 7-I. Feature comparisons among non-volatile solid-state memory. 

Types 
NAND 

SLC 
NAND 
MLC 

FeRAM MRAM PRAM 

Max. Density 
(in 1Q’2007) 

8 Gb 16 Gb 4 Mb 16 Mb 512 Mb 

I/F NAND NAND SRAM SRAM N/A 
Read cycle time 25 ns 30 ns 35 ns 35 ns N/A 
Write cycle time 30 ns 30 ns 35 ns 35 ns N/A 

Program time 200 us 800 us No need No need No need
Pre-Erase need Yes Yes No No No 

Typical Endurance 100K 10K 1014 > 1016 108

Data Retention 10 yr. 3 yr. > 10 yr. 20 yr. > 10 yr. 
US$/MB (y2006) 0.01 0.007 ~20 ~30 N/A 
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The higher performance of FeRAM and MRAM non-volatile memory can be used 

as a non-volatile cache memory as host writing data to the NAND flash memory array. 

The application of non-volatile solid state memory cache in rotating-type disk storage 

device has been introduced in the 1990s [105-106]. The faster response of the 

non-volatile solid-state memory can enhance the disk writing performance of the Hard 

Disk Drive [107]. Moreover, the quicker read data availability of the non-volatile 

solid-state memory can help the operating systems top boot up in shorter time than Hard 

Disk Drive, called as “Instant-On” [108]. The advantages of the non-volatile solid-state 

memory are not only providing the quicker response in both data reading and data 

writing, but also it can keep the effective data if an accidental power failure happened. 

The accessing interface for the current FeRAM and MRAM non-volatile memory 

is not a NAND type interface. The accessing interface is a JEDEC SRAM (Static 

Random Access Memory) type interface instead. Like most of SRAM memories, they 

provide the page access mode for faster continuous sequential data reading and writing 

besides the randomly word-wise access mode. The page mode access is more suitable 

for the data accessing in a mass data storage device. So, we need modify the flash 

access controller circuit in the flash sequencer, refer to Section 5.6. The flash access 

controller circuit needs to support both the NAND-type and SRAM-type accessing 

interface. The circuit to support both accessing types will be slightly larger than to 

support the NAND-type interface only.  

Besides the hardware circuit modification for FeRAM and MRAM support, it 

needs the algorithmic procedures to handle the data flow control and data allocation 

management. We proposed the frequently access data in the solid-state drive to be 

stored in the FeRAM or MRAM memory devices, for example the frequently accessed 

data by host file systems, the identified user hot data, the tables for the flash memory 
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management, and the cache blocks for write data cache. 

The host frequently accessed data can be stored in the FeRAM or MRAM memory, 

for example, the FAT and directory of DOS file systems. The data area can be identified 

by examining the format in the solid-state drive. Thus, the solid-state drive controller 

can allocate this data in the FeRAM or MRAM memory to have the quicker responses, 

and higher endurances. Moreover, some algorithms for the “Hot” data identification by 

observing the host data accessing behavior have been developed [85-88]. The hot data 

identification can not only identify the frequently accessed data of file systems, but also 

the frequently accessed user’s data, for example, the file been editing by the user. 

The tables for NAND Flash operating algorithm were updated more frequently 

than the other blocks for storing user’s data. Moreover, they are much more important 

data since it will affect the whole system functionality of the solid-state drive. For 

example, the L2P tables record the addressing mapping relationships between the 

logical block and physical block; they are updated once a new mapping relationship was 

established by data writing. The tables were updated in almost every data writing 

sequence. If the L2P tables lost, the logical to physical linkage will also be lost. Thus, 

the stored data cannot be retrieved any more. The defect management tables might be 

updated very often, but it records the defective blocks and its replacement in the 

solid-state drive. It is as important as the L2P tables, and it cannot be lost in any 

conditions. The caching blocks, temporary blocks, and special blocks for keeping 

system parameters in flash algorithm operation, are all related to the data linking 

structures of the flash memory blocks. They are used to store the system parameters and 

need be treated like the L2P tables. 

The better performance and higher endurance cycles of FeRAM and MRAM 

non-volatile solid-state memory than the NAND flash memory let it can be used as a 

non-volatile memory cache in the solid-state drive. The direct overwrite characteristics 
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of FeRAM or MRAM has the advantage to gain the faster data writing performance by 

writing the data to the non-volatile memory immediately without doing the flash blocks 

management in the NAND flash memory array. Furthermore, the higher endurances of 

FeRAM and MRAM can lower the erase cycles of the NAND flash memory if the host 

is writing the small data length in the same flash memory block. A typical cache 

mapping strategy is to have the data mapping in a block size. The cache committing can 

be executed if the block accessed by Host was changed. In addition, as a “Non-volatile 

cache memory” for data cache of host writing, it will not have problem to do the write 

data cache, since the data won’t be lost even an accidental power failure happens. 

 

 

7.3 Firmware Code-Banking and ISP Architecture 

In this section, we presented a hardware structure for the firmware code-banking, 

which provides the ISP (In-System Programmability) capability. By using the firmware 

code-banking and ISP architecture, the solid-state drive can support the conceptual 

universal flash memory support and the on-line maintenance and upgrade. 

 
7.3.1 Firmware Code-Banking Architecture 

The architecture for the code-banking was shown in Figure 7-1. The 

micro-controller unit used in the designed NAND flash controller was the 1-T (one 

instruction cycle per system clock) RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) type, 

C51 instruction compatible controller. The boot ROM was the masked ROM (Read 

Only Memory) which stores the boot codes for the Micro-controller in booting. In the 
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booting process, the Micro-controller was being initialized, the common code and bank 

code #0, stored in the specified area of the flash memory, were then loaded through the 

code loader to the common RAM and bank RAM respectively. After the 

Micro-controller booted, the system program will be switched to run the codes in 

common RAM and bank RAM to handle the commands passed from host. By the 

code-banking architecture, the whole system firmware can be separated by several 

banks: Bank code #0, Bank code #1, …, Bank code #n. The banked codes would be 

executed bank by bank when loaded by the code loader to the bank RAM. Since the 

whole system firmware was divided into the common code and the bank codes stored in 

the NAND flash memory of the SD/MMC memory card, the system firmware can be 

upgraded by the vendor commands and protocols from the host side. Therefore, the 

designed code-banking architecture supported the In System Programmability (ISP) 

functionality. 

 

 

⋯

Figure 7-1. The code-banking architecture 
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7.3.2 Concept for Universal Flash Memory Support 

To support the various kinds of the NAND Flash memory devices in a controller, a 

specified flash parameters table was created to record some system operation 

parameters of the NAND flash memory. A typical table for the flash memory parameters 

was shown as in Figure 7-2. The table was started by a Start-Tag, and ended by an 

End-of-Table Flag. The specified flash parameters table was composed of some useful 

parameters such as: Total Capacity, Total Physical Blocks, Pages per Block, …, etc. 

With the code-banking / ISP function and the specified flash memory parameters, the 

various kinds of NAND flash memory devices can be supported in the same controller 

chip. As shown in Figure 7-3, the specified flash memory parameters were recorded in 

the production phase, since the kind of the NAND flash memory was known in the 

production stage, or the kind of the NAND flash memory could be identified before 

mounted to the SD/MMC memory card. After the production phase, the specified flash 

memory parameters and the corresponding system firmware were built in the flash 

memory in the SD/MMC memory card. The controller could then be booted, loaded the 

appropriate system banking codes, and read back the specified flash memory parameters, 

thus, the controller can access the NAND flash memory in a proper way, and perform 

well. 
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Figure 7-2. A typical table for the flash memory parameters 

 

 

Figure 7-3. The illustrative diagram for various kinds of flash memories 

 

 
 
 
 
7.3.3 On-line Maintenance and Upgrade 

The maintenance of the solid-state drive can be supported by either implementing 

the S.M.A.R.T. (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology) feature which 

defined in the ATA standard [13], or defining the proprietary vendor maintenance 

commands. This maintenance and upgrade scheme can be done on stand alone computer, 

or through the internet for on-line checking and upgrade. The solid-state drives maker 

can have the most updated information on the web-site for the user’s on-line real-time 

check. 
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Figure 7-4. On-line maintenance and upgrade through internet. 

 

 

 

 

7.4 Controller Architecture for Hybrid Multi-Channel 

Solid-State Memory Array 

The controller architecture to support the Multi-channel hybrid solid-state memory 

array was presented in this section. Through the discussion in chapter 3, 4, 5, and the 

above of this chapter, we conclude a controller architecture for solid-state drive with 

multi-channel, hybrid, non-volatile solid-state memory array, as shown in Figure 7-5. 

The flash sequencer circuit is modified as Solid-State Memory (SSM) sequencer, 

which supports two kinds of memory access interface: the NAND type interface as well 

as the SRAM type. The NAND type interface is configured for the versatile NAND 

flash memory. The SRAM type interface is configured for supporting of FeRAM and 

MRAM. The multi-mode BCH ECC circuit is adopted to support the different ECC 
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capability requirement of different non-volatile solid-state memory. An off-chip DRAM 

buffer is connected by the buffer manager, which provides the more buffer space for 

MCU in system-level operation. 

 

 

Figure 7-5. The functional block diagram of the controller support for hybrid 
multi-channel non-volatile solid-state memory array. 
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7.5 Summary 

The hybrid multi-channel non-volatile solid-state memory array can be constructed 

to optimize the cost-performance of a solid-state drive, which leverages the bit density, 

cost per MB, endurance cycles and programming speed of various non-volatile 

solid-state memory types. The good performance types of the non-volatile memory 

devices can be used as the “Non-volatile cache memory” and the “Non-volatile Buffer 

RAM” to compensate the slow speed and poor endurance of the NAND flash memory, 

even though it’s small density and expensive. The FeRAM, PRAM is going to be on 

market in 2008, and MRAM could be on 2009, thus, we can foresee the good 

performance of the hybrid solid-state drive will provide the high performance, high 

reliable, reasonable cost, low lower, low heat, shock free, and no acoustics mass data 

storage device for 3C (Computer, Communication, Consumer electronics).  
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Chapter 8  Implementation of Flash 
Controllers 

 

In this chapter, three flash memory controller chips implementation were presented: 

a NAND flash controller for SD/MMC card, a NAND flash controller for dual mode 

USB, and architecture design for high-speed SATA II hybrid flash memory controller. 

 

8.1 A NAND Flash Controller for SD/MMC Card 

The functional block diagram of the NAND flash controller was shown in Figure 

8-1. The major functions of the controller can be divided as: the t-EC w-bit parallel 

BCH ECC circuit, the code-banking structure and firmware In-System Programmability 

(ISP), the defect management and wear-leveling algorithm, and the multi-channel and 

multi-buffering mechanism. The ECC circuit was designed here to enhance the data 

integrity and reliability of the data stored in the flash memory. The code-banking 

structure for the micro-controller complying with firmware ISP function can provide the 

firmware upgrade to support various kinds of flash memory devices. The defect 

management algorithm can increase the yield of the flash memory and prolong the 

product life cycle by replacing the defected (Bad) block with the reserved good/virgin 

(clean data) blocks. The wear-leveling algorithm was also introduced to prolong the 

product life cycle by preventing the flash memory blocks from un-balanced usage. The 

multi-channel and multi-buffering mechanism was designed to increase the data transfer 
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rate at the flash memory side (flash memory bus) and to reach the maximum bandwidth 

of the host-side interface bus (SD or MMC bus in Figure 8-1). 

  

Figure 8-1. The block diagram of the NAND flash controller for SD/MMC card. 

 

With the designed chip architecture shown in Figure 8-1, the circuit of the chip was 

designed and implemented by the UMC 0.18 um CMOS process. The chip layout of the 

designed NAND flash controller was shown in Figure 8-2. And the silicon photograph 

of the controller die was shown in Figure 8-3. 
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Figure 8-2. The chip layout of the NAND flash controller. 

 

 

 

Figure 8-3. The photograph of the silicon die with UMC 0.18um process. 

 

The system performance of the designed NAND flash controller was evaluated 

and tested by the certified platform of MMCA (http://www.mmca.org) and SDA 

(http://www.sdcard.org). The test platform was provided by Testmetrix, Inc. 

 

http://www.mmca.org/
http://www.sdcard.org/
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(http://www.testmetrix.com). The Testmetrix machine can test and evaluate the system 

performance and reliability on the SD or MMC card to be tested. The summary of the 

system performance test results of the designed NAND flash controller with 2 Samsung 

K9F1G NAND flash memory devices in dual channel configuration were shown in 

Table 8-I. By implementing the code-banking / ISP, the various kinds of the NAND 

flash memory were tested for data read / write process and the supported items are listed 

in Table 8-II. 

 

Table 8-I. The system performance test results 
Test Items Results*

1. Sequential Multi-Block Read @ MMC 8-bit, 52 MHz 42.33 MB/sec 
2. Sequential Multi-Block Write @ MMC 8-bit, 52 MHz 19.86 MB/sec 
3. Random Multi-Block Read @ MMC 8-bit, 52 MHz 41.03 MB/sec 
4. Random Multi-Block Write @ MMC 8-bit, 52 MHz 12.77 MB/sec 
5. Suspend Current @ 3.3V 120 uA 
6. Operating Current at Sustained Data Write @ 3.3V 30.95 mA 
7. Operating Current at Sustained Data Read @ 3.3V 20.23 mA 

 

*The test conditions:  

1. Test Platform: Testmetrix for SD/MMC Card 

2. Flash Configuration: 2x Samsung K9F1G08U0M in Dual Channel 

 

 

http://www.testmetrix.com/
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Table 8-II. The NAND flash memory support list 
Company Capacity and Model (Part) Numbers 

Samsung See the website at: http://www.samsung.com/Products/semiconductor

Toshiba See the website at: http://www.toshiba.com/taec/Catalog  

Hynix See the website at: http://www.hynix.com/datasheet/eng/flash  

Micron See the website at: http://www.micron.com/products/nand  

Fujitsu 
See the website at: 
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/service/microelectronics/product  

ST 
See the website at: 
http://www.st.com/stonline/products/families/memories/fl_nand  

Spansion See the website at: http://www.spansion.com/flash_memory_products 

 

 

 

 

8.2 A NAND Flash Controller for Dual-mode USB Flash Card 

A dual-mode USB interface can reduce the operation power consumption among 

the data accessing between the host device and the USB flash memory card [69]. The 

operation illustration of the dual-mode USB interface is shown as in Figure 8-4. There 

are 2 buses in the architecture: the standard USB and the low power USB. The standard 

 

http://www.samsung.com/Products/semiconductor
http://www.toshiba.com/taec/Catalog
http://www.hynix.com/datasheet/eng/flash
http://www.micron.com/products/nand
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/service/microelectronics/product
http://www.st.com/stonline/products/families/memories/fl_nand
http://www.spansion.com/flash_memory_products
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USB bus uses the differential pair signaling which is defined in the USB specification. 

In the standard USB mode, there needs a USB-PHY (PHYsical layer circuit of USB 

2.0)circuit between the differential signaling and the digital UTMI bus. The low power 

USB bus can be used in the USB interface applications which are not using the long 

cable connection, for example, the application to mobile devices. In between the low 

power USB bus and the UTMI (USB 2.0 Transceiver Macro-cell Interface) bus, there is 

a digital wrapper circuit to bridge these two buses together. The standard USB bus and 

the low power USB bus was integrated as a common bus in the device side, which was 

used to connect to the host devices. When the dual-mode USB device was connected to 

a PC/Internet host, the standard USB bus was adopted. On the other hand, the low 

power USB bus was used as the host-side mobile devices been connected. The interface 

mode detector was designed as a function block to detect which the standard USB or 

low power USB bus been connected. It provided the auto-detection and auto-switch of 

the interface on the common bus. 

 

PC/Internet

Mobile Applications

Notebook PC

Mobile Phone DSC/DVC
PDA

Application
Modules

USB
Device

Controller
Wrapper

USB PHYI/F
Mode 

Detector

Common
Bus

Dual Mode USB Device

: Standard USB

: Low Power USB

Figure 8-4. The operation illustration diagram of the dual-mode USB. 

 

 

A controller chip for the dual mode USB flash card was implemented and 

presented in the section. The block diagram of the implemented controller chip was 
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shown in Figure 8-5. The controller can detect if a standard USB or a low power USB 

bus attached by a specified hardware signal send from the host device with low power 

USB interface capability. The bus controller unit was designed to control the USB-PHY 

or the digital wrapper circuit to be enabled and connect to the host devices. If the dual 

mode USB flash card is connected to the power sensitive device (battery powered), the 

low power USB interface can then be selected, and the operation power can be saved. If 

the dual mode USB flash card is connected to the power insensitive device (AC 

powered) with standard USB port built-in, the standard USB interface can then be 

selected, the command communication and the data transfer between the host and the 

device will be executed by the standard USB interface. The USB device controller was 

located after the USB-PHY and the digital wrapper circuit. These function units handled 

the dual mode USB bus protocols, and the interface operations. Besides the dual mode 

USB interface inside the controller, there were some typical function units designed to 

accomplish the flash memory data accessing, buffer management, and so on. The 

micro-controller with boot ROM, common RAM and bank RAM were designed to 

handle the system coordination and control of the dual mode USB flash card. 

The chip layout of the designed dual mode USB flash controller chip was shown in 

Figure 8-6. By using the UMC 0.18 um CMOS process, a real chip was fabricated and 

shown the chip die photograph in Figure 8-7. 
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Figure 8-5. The block diagram of the dual-mode USB flash controller 
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Figure 8-6. The diagram of the chip layout 

 

 

 

Figure 8-7. The photograph of the die of the designed controller chip 
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A platform to measure the power consumption and the performance was shown in 

Figure 8-8. For the power consumption, the current of the power supply source during 

the operation mode were measured. Two of the operation modes were measured: the 

sustained data reading and the sustained data writing. The performance was measured 

by the data transfer rate on the interface bus. The data transfer rate was defined as the 

user data transferred during a period of time in the sustained reading and writing. The 

test results of the measurement were shown in Table 8-III. 
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Interface Bus

Power
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Figure 8-8. The platform for current and performance measurement 
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Table 8-III. The experiment results. 

Items Operation in Standard 
USB Bus Mode 

Operation in Low Power 
USB Bus Mode 

Power Supply VDD +5V of USB Bus Power +3.3V 
Sustained Read Data 
Transfer Rate 

30 MBytes / sec 31 MBytes /sec 

Current Consumption 
at Sustained Data Read 

85 mA 21 mA 

Sustained Write Data 
Transfer Rate 

18 MBytes / sec 19 MBytes /sec 

Current Consumption 
at Sustained Data Write

95 mA 30 mA 

 

 
 

 

 

8.3 An Architecture for High-Speed SATA Flash Controller 

A high-speed SATA flash controller to support hybrid multi-channel flash memory 

array was shown as in Figure 8-9. The SATA II interface controller contains the physical 

layer, link layer, and AHCI controller to handle the SATA II command protocols and 

data transportation. A 12-EC and 8-EC dual-mode BCH ECC circuit is used to support 

the “4KB + 218B” page format as well as “2KB + 64B” page format for different kind 

of NAND flash memory device. The 12-EC and 8-EC BCH ECC can meet all the error 

correction capability required for the current flash memory devices in the market. The 8 
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channels flash memory bus was constructed by 8 flash sequencers in-parallel denoted as 

Flash #0 ~ Flash #7. The On-chip buffer RAM is used for faster cache required as the 

flash memory data accessing or store the operating variables or tables accessed by the 

MCU. The external buffer RAM has bigger size for data cache or buffering during the 

mass data transferring between the host and the flash memory devices. The MCU, boot 

ROM, and code-banking architecture are used for system firmware operation. 
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Figure 8-9. The block diagram of the high-speed SATA flash controller 

 

The high-speed SATA II flash controller can be used to construct a high-speed, 

high capacity solid-state drive with hybrid multi-channel flash memory array. The 

proposed highest capacity of the solid-state drive can be get by 8 channels, and 4 flash 
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memory devices in 4-way interleave operation for each channel, shown as in Figure 

8-10. The flash memory channel #0 is used for 4 16-Gb SLC memory devices, while the 

flash memory channel #1~7 are used for total 28 (=7*4) 32-Gb MLC flash memory 

devices. Thus, the capacity is: 4*2GB + 28*4GB = 120GB. The maximum sequentially 

data transfer rate in reading and writing can be calculated as below: 

The assumptions are listed as below: 

․ The flash parameter data is referred to the datasheet of Samsung 32Gb 
MLC K9LBG08U0M. 

․ The page program time of MLC flash memory: tMLC_PROG = 800us for 
4KB Page. 

․ Dummy busy time for 2-play program: tMLC_DBSY = 0.5us 

․ The read/write cycle time of MLC flash memory: tMLC_IOCYC = 25 ns. 

․ The read busy time of MLC flash memory: tMLC_R_BSY = 60 us. 

․ The command overheads are estimated as 10us per page in reading and 
5% writing. 

․ Use 4KB Page 2-plane program to double the sequentially  

․ The SLC flash memory chips in channel #0 is using for accessing the file 
system hot data. We assume the speed parameters are the same with 
MLC ones for conservative estimation, although the speed of SLC is 
almost several times faster than MLC. 

The estimated flash read performance is: 

Read performance per flash memory channel:  

= 4096 Bytes / [(4096*25ns) + 10us]  

(P.S.: 60us read busy is cancelled by interleave) 

= 36.44 MB/sec. 

8 channels in parallel operation = 36.44*8 = 291.52 MB/sec. 
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The estimated flash write performance is: 

Write performance per flash memory channel:  

= 4096*2 Bytes / [max(4096*2*25ns, (800us + 0.5us)/4) + 50us]  

(P.S.: Data-In time = 204.8us > Program time / 4 = 200.15us in 4-way 
interleave 

= 32.15 MB/sec. 

8 channels in parallel operation = 32.15*8 = 257.2 MB/sec. 

 

The ideal bus bandwidth for SATA II is 300 MB/sec. The time-multiplexing 

dual-port buffer accessing of the host-side and the flash-side data transfer guarantee the 

optimal flash read / write performance can be maintained in the whole data transfer 

since 300 MB/sec is larger than flash read speed 291.52 MB/sec and flash write speed 

257.2 MB/sec. However, in the practical file system data accessing, there is some 

command protocol overhead and bus transition handshaking time during the data 

transportation. The 20% overhead of the interface protocol is estimated. Thus, the 

estimated overall system performance is: 230 MB/sec in data reading; 205 MB/sec in 

data writing. 
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Figure 8-10. The architecture of the 120GB SATA solid-state drive. 
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Chapter 9  Conclusions 

According to the research and discussion in this dissertation, the reliable 

high-speed and high-capacity solid-state drives will be required for the mobile 

computers, such as: notebook computers, UMPC (Ultra Mobile Personal Computers). 

We discussed and analyzed all the functional units of the solid-state drive controller in 

this dissertation. We presented a t-EC w-bit parallel BCH ECC circuit by the systolic 

array method to enhance the data integrity of the flash memory storage system. The 

hardware architectures for the performance enhancement were discussed and simulated. 

In the security of the flash storage system, we presented a circuit implementation for SD 

card CPRM. Architecture of hybrid multi-channel flash memory storage system was 

presented to attain the cost-performance optimization in the high capacity solid-state 

drive. The silicon realization of the controller chips have shown the architectures and 

design methods we discussed. 

 Based on the results shown in this dissertation, we think there are some future 

works for research as below: 

․ Advanced Wear-Leveling:  

The wear-leveling issues in the solid-state drive will become more important 

in the future, since the more advanced MLC flash memory will have worse in 

endurance. The advanced wear-leveling algorithm for hybrid non-volatile 

solid-state memory storage system to prolong the product lifetime will be very 

significant. 
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․ Advanced Data Security Mechanism:  

The electronic data is very convenient to transfer and easy to duplicate, but 

the copyright protection is weak on the other hand. An effective data security 

mechanism for the copyright protection of the electronic IP (Intellectual 

Property) is becoming more and more important. The solid-state drive 

contains an active controller circuit, so a more complicated and advanced data 

security algorithm can be implemented on it. An advanced data security 

mechanism shall be guaranteed-secure, effective, and convenient for the users. 

․ Enhancement of data integrity: 

To overcome the more severe impact of the disturbances during the flash 

memory operation of the advanced MLC flash memory, the more powerful 

mechanism for the data integrity enhancement of the solid-state drive is 

required. In the ECC of the flash controller, the linear block code like BCH or 

Reed-Solomon might not be enough. The more advanced ECC for the 

solid-state drive controller is suggested, such as: the iterative decoding 

algorithm, like LDPC (Low-Density Parity-Check code), or Turbo code (a 

kind of iterative error correction code used in the noisy communication 

channels). 

․ Advanced Flash memory refreshing mechanism: 

The charge decay or electrons fly-away phenomenon of the floating gate of 

the NAND flash memory will become serious in advanced MLC flash 

memory. An efficient and effective refreshing mechanism can reduce the 

problem, so that a long enough data retention time can be guaranteed. 

․ Intelligent Self-adaptive Capability: 

The data stored in the storage device for the computer system is like the blood 

for the human body. The data loss or drive failure of the solid-state drive is a 
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disaster for the users. An intelligent self-adaptive capability of the solid-state 

drive can maintain the data structure, check the system parameter and do 

regular self-diagnosis periodically. The intelligent solid-state drive can even 

upgrade the firmware and maintain the health of flash data link via internet as 

the computer is on-line. 
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